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ABSTRACT
Transient Flow Characteristics of a High Speed Rotary Valve
Patrick H. Browning
Pressing economic and environmental concerns related to the performance of
fossil fuel burning internal combustion engines have revitalized research in more
efficient, cleaner burning combustion methods such as homogeneous charge compression
ignition (HCCI). Although many variations of such engines now exist, several limiting
factors have restrained the full potential of HCCI. A new method patented by West
Virginia University (WVU) called Compression Ignition by Air Injection (CIBAI) may
help broaden the range of effective HCCI operation. The CIBAI process is ideally
facilitated by operating two synchronized piston-cylinders mounted head-to-head with
one of the cylinders filled with a homogeneous mixture of air and fuel and the other
cylinder filled with air. A specialized valve called the cylinder connecting valve (CCV)
separates the two cylinders, opens just before reaching top dead center (TDC), and allows
the injection air into the charge to achieve autoignition. The CCV remains open during
the entire power stroke such that upon ignition the rapid pressure rise in the charge
cylinder forces mass flow back through the CCV into the air-only cylinder. The limited
mass transfer between the cylinders through the CCV limits the theoretical auto ignition
timing capabilities and thermal efficiency of the CIBAI cycle. Research has been
performed to:
1) Experimentally measure the transient behavior of a potential CCV design during
valve opening between two chambers maintained at constant pressure and again at
constant volume;
2) Develop a modified theoretical CCV mass flow model based upon the measured
cold flow valve performance that is capable of predicting the operating conditions
required for successful mixture autoignition;
3) Make recommendations for future CCV designs to maximize CIBAI combustion
range.
Results indicate that the modified-ball CCV design offers suitable transient flow
qualities required for application to the CIBAI concept. Mass injection events were
experimentally mapped as a function of valve speed, inter-cylinder pressure ratios and
volume ratios and the results were compared to compressible flow theoretical models.
Specifically, the transient behavior suggested a short-lived loss-mode initiation closely
resembled by shock tube theory followed by a quasi-steady flow regime resembling
choked flow behavior. An empirical model was then employed to determine the useful
range of the CCV design as applied to a four-stroke CIBAI engine cycle modeled using a
1-D quasi-steady numerical method, with particular emphasis on the cyclic timing of the
CCV opening. Finally, a brief discussion of a high-temperature version of the CCV
design is presented.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
Recent developments in the condition of the global liquid fossil fuel economy,
namely the increase in demand coupled with the projected decline in production, has
brought a renewed interest in more efficient internal combustion (IC) engine concepts.
At the same time, increasing awareness of the negative ecological impact of combustion
byproducts including NOx and particulate matter (PM) has driven a need for cleaner IC
engine methods. The homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine has
demonstrated efficiency advantages over the modern spark ignition (SI) engine and
emissions advantages over the modern compression ignition (CI) engine and represents a
“best of both worlds” alternative to traditional IC cycles. Consequently, the realization of
a robust commercially viable engine has been a major goal in recent research [8,9,10,34].
The emphasis of current research has focused on the methods of controlled autoignition
(CAI), which directly address the need for rapid and appropriate engine parameter
modification to enable optimum HCCI operation over a range of engine loads and speeds.
Loth and Morris at West Virginia University have patented a new cycle called
“Compression Ignition by Air Injection”, or CIBAI, to facilitate HCCI [6,7]. The novel
approach of CIBAI in a reciprocating IC engine requires two piston cylinder assemblies
to be mounted head-to-head or side-by-side (Figure 1), with a cylinder connecting valve
(CCV) positioned in between the two. A homogeneous charge of air-fuel mixture is held
in the relatively low compression ratio (CR) (<8.5) cylinder, while a charge of air is held
in the relatively high CR (>15) cylinder.
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The pistons of each cylinder operate in

synchronization, and at a predetermined crank angle position near top dead center (TDC),
the CCV opens allowing the high pressure/high energy air to accelerate into the air-fuel
cylinder. If timed correctly, the introduction of mass and energy into the air-fuel cylinder
can incite autoignition. The resulting expanding gas can then be harnessed as net work
out via both pistons by allowing the CCV to remain open during the entire power stroke.

Figure 1: A four stroke CIBAI-based engine scheme, shown here with the high CR cylinder (left)
connected beside the low CR cylinder (right) which allows for single crankshaft power output (US
Patent 6,994,057).

The CIBAI cycle has been experimentally validated to some degree by work
performed by Echavarria at WVU in 2006 on a variable compression ratio Cooperative
Fuel Research (CFR) engine [1]. Based on the positive results of this earlier simulation
work, further efforts toward the implementation of this new cycle were warranted. A
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traditional 1-D quasi-steady numerical model [2] was developed by Browning in an effort
to establish dynamic trends of the CIBAI-based two stroke engine configuration shown in
Figure 2. Major interest was placed on the theoretical requirements of CCV timing, in
particular on the mass flow behavior under varying operating parameters. The results of
some early code predictions based upon CCV discharge coefficient assumptions are
presented in Figure 3. Although the temperature traces from both cylinders appear to
demonstrate stable cycle-to-cycle combustion, the appropriate selection of precise
injection initiation is at present found through a time consuming iterative process. In
general, the quasi-steady code indicates high sensitivity of stable operation to input
parameters such as air/fuel ratio, intake temperature, and CCV injection timing, too name
just a few.

Figure 2: A two stroke CIBAI based engine scheme served as the layout for early 1-D quasi-steady
numerical studies- note the CCV, shown generically a simplified inter-cylinder block, is presently
modeled using a theoretical discharge coefficient.
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Figure 3: Early quasi-steady results of stable cycle-to-cycle combustion in a CIBAI-based 2-stroke
engine configuration.
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Problem Statement
Based upon results of the 1-D quasi-steady model, it is evident that effective
operation of the CCV is the key to enabling dependable cycle-to-cycle CIBAI operation.
Successful configuration directly depends upon CCV related issues such as: appropriate
crank angle valve initiation, valve discharge coefficient behavior over a range of
operating speeds/loads, and to a lesser extent on valve power requirements.

Although

successful in demonstrating HCCI after a timed injection event, the earlier experimental
valve simulation by Echavarria did not attempt to quantify the behavior of the valve in
any way that would provide a basis for CCV fabrication [1]. It is clear that without
knowledge of CCV limitations and design constraints, progress in the realization of a
CIBAI-based HCCI reciprocating IC engine for additional research will be severely
stunted.

5

Objectives
The objective of the study was to clarify some of the unknown behavioral
characteristics of at least one theoretically viable CCV. The work was broken into the
following underlying objectives:
1) Design and fabricate at least one CCV. It needed to be capable of sealing
reasonably well under a range of pressure differentials and rotational speeds,
and be able to support at least one temperature sensor (thermocouple or
thermistor) and a high response rate pressure transducer (piezoelectric or
diaphragm). Power input to the CCV needed to be deliverable via a standard
diameter shaft with high speed electronic torque disconnection and braking
capabilities.
2) Experimentally determine CCV behavior. The experiment needed to measure
mass flow rate through the valve and attempt to correlate the calculated
discharge coefficients to multiple governing dimensionless parameters including
dimensionless pressure differential, upstream and downstream volume ratio, and
dimensionless shaft speed. Two test sets were used to gather the data: first, a
“transient open” system established the effect of shaft rotation on expected mass
injected; second, a “transient closed” system established the additional effect of
transient pressure changes in the upstream and downstream fixed volumes on
total mass flow.
3) Modify 1-D numerical code CCV subroutine using experimentally determined
trends. Correlated trends from step 2) were applied to the quasi-steady CIBAI

6

model for the purpose of refining the modeled CCV discharge coefficient such
that the potential for coefficient variation was considered.
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Chapter 2: Review of Relevant Literature
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) and Controlled
Autoignition (CAI)
Overview
HCCI combustion has been of interest to researchers, particularly in the last two
decades, as a potentially useful method of increasing IC engine efficiency while
simultaneously reducing overall production of harmful combustion byproducts such as
NOx [12]. It has been astutely pointed out in recent literature [11] that the favorite
acronym “HCCI” is something of a misnomer in most cases. This is because the mixed
charge in a practical sense is never fully homogeneous, as shown by Onishi et al. and
Lavy et al. [11].

More recent research by Xu et al. has demonstrated the highly

inhomogeneous combustion initiation in images taken during operation of an optical
Jaguar 2.5L V6 HCCI engine [15]. Zhao et al. also point out that “compression ignition”
is not truly representative of the combustion initiation. This statement is largely based on
the demonstrated high sensitivity of the combustion event to intake temperature (heated
fresh or hot exhaust gas recirculation) [17,11]. The more accurate acronym, especially
for experimental engine designs, in describing the IC combustion most researchers and
automotive manufacturers are striving for is “CAI”. This statement is well founded in the
basic premises that first to be useful the IC engine must be controllable in all operation
ranges- hence “C”, for “controlled”- and second the combustion event is completely
described by the more enveloping term “autoignition”- hence “AI”. Because the vast
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majority of literature refers to the more ideal case, the popular term “HCCI” will be used
throughout the remainder of this work.
Many different methods have been devised to facilitate (control) repeatable HCCI
operation. Every method, in one way or another, seeks to establish conditions favorable
for autoignition at or near TDC for near-constant volume heat addition caused by the
rapid heat release rate of the fuel oxidation. The most critical conditions pertaining to the
autoignition process appear to be initial intake temperature and charge dilution [11]. The
most critical aspect to any of the proposed methods is that it be capable of controlling the
combustion timing from one cycle to the next. Proposed methods include:
•

variable valve timing (VVT), or actuation (VVA), actively modifying the timing
of the cylinder intake and/or exhaust valves, often employing negative valve
overlap (NVO) [14,15,16,9]

•

intake preheating and pressure boosting [15,11]

•

fuel chemistry control [12,33]
The commercial research and development of HCCI engines and related support

systems is remarkably active [34]. Dual mode HCCI-SI prototypes are appearing in
General Motors’ (GM) Opel Vectra and Saturn Aura in the form of the 2.2L 4-cylinder
EcoTech engine. Diamler’s new 1.8L 4-cylinder DiesOtto HCCI prototype engine has
been demonstrated in the Mercedes F700 concept, and Volkswagen (VW) Group’s
Gasoline Compression Ignition (GCI) engine has advanced to the new 1.6L FSI model.
All the prototypes claim as much as 15% increase in fuel efficiency, but each has a
slightly different method of control.

GM’s EcoTech uses VVT and a “combustion

management program”; Diamler’s DiesOtto uses VVT, and variable compression ratio
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methods; VW’s FSI uses VVA and “advanced engine management” [8,9,10].

The

“management” programs utilized by GM and VW likely incorporate intake preheating
and rapid fuel chemistry control methods to facilitate the quoted HCCI operating ranges
of 25 to 60 mph car speeds, outside which range the engines default back to SI mode [9].
Range of Operation
A large effort has been made by researchers to establish and eventually broaden
the limits of useful HCCI combustion [15,16,21,12]. At present, the range of effective
HCCI is bounded by both low and high engine speeds and low and high engine loads.
The bound of “effective” HCCI may be determined from two distinct classes of
constraints. These conditions are readily seen when the engine reaches a point at which
an increase in engine performance (i.e., load or speed) would either no longer be
controllable from one cycle to the next, or the performance would not yield the desirable
blend of fuel efficiency and exhaust pollutant levels.
According to recent research by Yang at the Ford Motor Company [16], the limits
of operation can be loosely defined by a number of phenomena. The upper load limit is
typified by the appearance of “intolerable combustion roughness and knock.” Xu et al.
also detail the low-speed, high load limit as a function of knock and rough combustion
[15].

An additional problem contributing to the high load bound is the increased

production of NOx, which rises sharply as a result of the reduced opportunity for mixture
dilution and resultant boost in peak gas temperature, Tmax.

In particular, this rapid

increase occurs near Tmax > (1800-1900) K. Air induction can also be a constraint at high
engine loads and speeds especially when negative valve overlap (NVO) strategies are
used to control exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and gas trapping (iEGR) [15,16]. Lower
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load limits are basically established at a point below which the engine is incapable of
producing dependable cyclic work. The increase in cycle-to-cycle variation is largely
due to the reduced thermal energy necessary for autoignition. This variation contributes
to increased fuel consumption due to non ignition events, and high CO exhaust content
owing to the incomplete conversion to CO2 from lack of O2 and reduced Tmax.
Heat Release and Transfer
In an effort to better understand the HCCI process, the specifics of fuel heat
release under varying conditions of engine operation must be quantified. Highly detailed
numerical analysis can be performed using chemical kinetics modeling such as
CHEMKIN [15,13,20] (sometimes coupled with KIVA [17]), direct numeric simulation
(DNS) [13], and the hydrodynamics, chemistry, and transport (HCT) model [18].
Experimentally, much emphasis has been placed on studying heat release behavior in
terms of the position in crank angle degrees (CAD) of 50% of fuel heat release, referred
to in most literature as either CA50 or α50 [21,13]. Experimental research by Kalghatgi
and Head [21] indicate that the value range of CA50 tends to indicate the relative cycleto-cycle stability of an HCCI engine. The coefficient of variation (COV, defined as the
ratio of standard deviation to mean value) of indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP)
was used by the researchers as an indicator of cycle instability. They presented a formula
based on CA50 and equivalence ratio, φ, to aid in determining the likelihood of stable
operation such that,
X = 1.55CA50 − 52ϕ .

IMEP COV was found to be less than 10% (i.e., more stable HCCI operation) in 80% of
the cases studied where X was a negative value. If, on the other hand, X was positive, the
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corresponding IMEP COV value was under 10% in only 12% of the cases (i.e., instability
was much more likely) [21]. Their work also produced a simple method of predicting
CA50 based upon fuel octane index (OI) and a handful of other engine operating
conditions.
Heat transfer models within the cylinder are critical to numerically estimating
conditions pertinent to autoignition.

Several correlations exist, such as the many

variations of Woschni’s equation [2,20,13], for example,
hc = 3.26 B −0.2 p 0.8T −0.55 ( 2.28S p )

0.8

where B is piston bore and Sp is the mean piston speed. The energy transfer rate out of
the cylinder is given by

Qɺ w = hc Aw (T − Tw )
where Aw and Tw are wall area and temperature, respectively.

Fuel Chemistry & Mixture Modification
Several studies have been performed to characterize the effects of fuel chemistry
and in-cylinder mixture modification.

Work performed by Smythe and Bryner

established an enormous log of autoignition (AI) temperatures for a variety of
hydrocarbon fuels exposed for short durations to several different types of heated metal
foils [33].

Several interesting and perhaps useful pieces of information from their

research include the following trends:
•

AI temperature exhibits virtually no dependence on fuel-air mixture velocity,
except for the case of nearly direct impingement normal to the heated surface at
which point the AI temperature dropped by up to 100 K;
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•

n-octane fuels tended to show stable AI temperatures (within 40 K) over a range
of φ;

•

in general, the presence of heated titanium surfaces showed the highest AI
temperature while stainless steel (SS) showed the lowest.
Atkins and Koch [12] experimentally established a definitive collection of

operating bounds and parameters using several different octane number (ON) primary
reference fuels (PRFs). In general, ON was found to retard the start of combustion (SOC,
defined as the position in crank angle degrees, CAD, at which 10% of the fuel is burned)
although the duration of burn remained largely independent of ON. Their research
indicates that EGR and φ are far more effective at manipulating SOC as compared to ON
modification alone.

However, EGR was ultimately found to be more effective at

retarding SOC than φ. As in traditional SI engines, higher ON fuel was found to increase
the high load limit of HCCI combustion owing to the fuel’s increased resistance to
autoignition [12]. Rather than attempt any curve fitting of the collected data, Atkins and
Koch present the details of the experiments as useful air/fuel ratio (λ) versus EGR maps
with event contours in terms of CAD [12].

EGR, Boosting, and Preheating
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), as the name implies, utilizes the re-induction of
a given percentage of the byproducts from previous combustion events to mix with the
fresh air-fuel charge.

This is achieved through either downstream valve mixing or

cylinder valve timing control such that a portion of the hot exhaust gas remains trapped in
the cylinder for use in the next cycle. This latter method is often referred to in literature
as EGR trapping, iEGR, or residual or hot gas trapping [11,15]. Several current literature
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sources note that EGR and iEGR may be the most easily adjustable and effective way of
expanding the limits of HCCI operation [17,11,15,19,14].

Zhao et al. [11] have

suggested four basic effects of EGR:
•

the charge “heating effect” describes the increase in intake temperature due to the
addition of hot EGR with cool fresh air;

•

the “dilution effect” describes the net reduction in oxygen/air as a result of EGR
replacement of fresh intake air;

•

the “thermal effect” describes the rise in heat capacity of the intake mixture due to
the higher specific heats of the EGR-contributed water and carbon dioxide as
opposed the fresh air it replaced;

•

and the “chemical effect” describes the impact of certain combustion products on
the autoignition process.
The results of their experiments indicated that autoignition combustion duration

was almost purely a function of EGR- the greater the EGR, the longer the heat release
took to complete. This increase in burn duration was determined to be equally caused by
the dilution and thermal EGR effects. Although the thermal effect of trapped gas EGR,
or iEGR, was determined to retard the start of ignition (SOI), the charge heating effect of
iEGR had an SOI advancing effect of greater magnitude, thus the overall effect of iEGR
was found to advance SOI. EGR thermal effect was the major factor in reducing the
maximum pressure release rate (MPRR), but the chemical effect of EGR had a negligible
impact on the MPRR (hence, no chemical effect on heat release rate). Finally, the
experiments of Zhao et al. showed that an increase in NO formation due to an intake
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temperature increase could be reduced by increasing EGR. This was found to be a direct
result of the dilution effect of the EGR [11].
Boosting, a process whereby the intake manifold pressure is raised above ambient
pressure, is a common method used to combat the problems associated with poor
breathing side effects of HCCI combustion at high speeds/loads. Xu et al. [15] have
demonstrated that a supercharged air intake system coupled with an advanced exhaust
valve closing (EVC) can effectively increase the HCCI high load limit. The authors also
showed that advancing intake valve opening and closing (IVO and IVC, respectively)
while increasing boost pressure and air/fuel ratio (AFR) can result in an increased HCCI
load limit [15].
Intake temperature modification has been shown to have the most dramatic effect
on control of autoignition timing. Jia and Xie showed that the angular location of 50%
heat release (CA50) retarded by as much as 25 crank angle degrees (CAD) for a 15 K
temperature reduction in intake air [17]. Results by Yang showed that the dependence of
CA50 was impacted highly by load, for example at higher loads (e.g., MEP ≈ 4.8 bar),
CA50 advanced 12 CAD for a 10 K increase in intake temperature but at about half that
load (MEP ≈ 2.8 bar) CA50 advanced 14 CAD for a 50 K increase in intake temperature
[16]. Zhao et al. showed a similar trend when investigating SOC, demonstrating a
retardation of SOI by about 20 CAD for a 100 K reduction in intake temperature [11].
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Compression Ignition by Air Injection (CIBAI)
Patented Concept
The concept of the CIBAI cycle originated at West Virginia University (WVU) in
2004. Two separate patents filed by WVU professors John Loth and Gary Morris [7,6]
detail both two and four stroke versions of sample CIBAI-based engines.
In its most basic and ideal sense, the CIBAI thermodynamic cycle emulates a high
compression ratio (CR) Otto cycle in that it exhibits constant volume heat addition that
can rise to effective CR values beyond traditional Otto CR knock limits. This behavior
can be realized in a reciprocating engine by compressing a premixed homogeneous
charge without danger of knock (CR<~10) in one piston-cylinder assembly. Operating in
synchronization with the air-fuel cylinder, a separate high CR cylinder pressurizes a
charge of air-only. Close to the point of maximum compression, at or just prior to top
dead center (TDC), a cylinder connecting valve (CCV) actuates to allow the higher
pressure air-only charge to transfer into the air-fuel cylinder. The sudden increase in
pressure and temperature in the air-fuel cylinder incites autoignition of the mixture.
Because the CCV is designed to remain open from the point of injection initiation to the
following bottom dead center (BDC) position, the resultant rapid heat release and
increase in pressure becomes a power stroke expansion utilized in both cylinders.
Based upon the general cycle description, the most recent patent claims six
potential gains offered to modern IC engines including:
1) a general efficiency improvement due to the lack of a throttle (and associated
throttle loss) and increased pressure during expansion;
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2) a wider range of acceptable fuels for cold starts due to increased ignition energy
of the air injection event;
3) an increase in dependability and decrease in production cost due to the lack of
high maintenance spark plugs (SI engines) or high pressure fuel injectors (CI
engines);
4) a highly scalable design allowing miniaturization beyond current Diesel engines
due to better fuel metering capability for the premixed charge;
5) a more thorough scavenging technique in CIBAI-based 2 stroke arrangements
allowing cleaner operation than traditional 2 stroke engines;
6) a potential for use as a chemical reactor to produce power while simultaneously
producing hydrogen-rich exhaust for use in solid oxide fuel cells [6].

Prior WVU Research
CIBAI combustion has been examined in detail at WVU as part of doctoral
dissertation research by Fernando Echavarria in 2005-06 [1]. Of particular interest to the
proposed new research is the system with which Echavarria simulated the patent’s CCV
concept. As shown in Figure 4, bottled high pressure air (1) was regulated (2) to a
desired air-only TDC simulated pressure. A three way valve (3) was used to fix the
injection air mass which was then preheated (4) in the exhaust of the CFR engine (7). An
electronic control board (8) featuring adjustable event initiation and duration controlled
the solenoid valve (5) injection of high pressure/high temperature air. Backflow into the
injection unit was prevented using a specially designed check valve (6) which was fitted
to the existing sparkplug hole through which the air injection entered the cylinder.
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Figure 4: The air injection system used by Echavarria simulated actual CCV operation.

Echavarria noted in concluding remarks of his dissertation abstract (italics added),
“Experimental and numerical model results indicated that ignition is
readily achieved by air injection (CIBAI) in a CFR engine using the
proper air injection system and proper air injection timing strategy.”

The final phrase truly indicates the next challenge of the CIBAI cycle: design of the
“proper air injection” apparatus and associated control system.
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Relevant Valve Studies
Much research has been done regarding the analysis of valve flow. Gault et al.
[24] have demonstrated a simple technique of estimating mass flow rates through an
orifice into a fixed volume tank by measuring instantaneous tank pressure, ptank, ambient
air temperature, Tamb, instantaneous tank temperature Ttank, and tank wall temperature,
Twall [24]. By comparing the state variables of the tank before and after valve operation it
is possible to determine the total mass that has entered the tank such that

min =

V
Rair

 p 

 p
− 
 

 T  tank , f  T  tank,i 

The resultant value should be the same as the cumulative summation of mass flow rates
including any heat loss effect such that

 ∆t
mcum = 

 c pTamb

 t = n  V  dp 

 ∑ 
  + hAwall (Ttank − Twall )  .

 t =0  ( γ − 1)  dt  tank

Using the transient tank pressure and temperature data, sampled at a constant
frequency of 1/∆t Hz, it is possible to iteratively determine an appropriate value of heat
transfer coefficient h (note that this method can yield either a time varying or a constant
value of h). Once the heat transfer coefficient has been determined for a given system,
the instantaneous mass flow rate at time ti+1 through the orifice can be determined as

mɺ ( t )i +1 =

V ( pi +1 − pi )tank
∆t ( γ − 1) c pTamb

+ hAwall (Ttank − Twall )i +1

This expression can then be compared to the predicted theoretical mass flow rate based
on isentropic compressible flow to produce an orifice discharge coefficient. This scheme
worked best with an assumed constant h for the high pressure differential regime, but
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under low pressure differential the transient heat transfer coefficient was determined to
work best [24].
Wedge flow meter correlations such as those presented by Yoon et al. may offer
another way to determine the instantaneous flow rate through any outflow region of pipe
[32]. For flows within the Reynolds number range of 1.2 x 104 to 3.8 x 10 5, the
researchers were able to show a highly correlated nonlinear curve fit to several 90° wedge
restrictions. A schematic view of flow meter used in their research apparatus is presented
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The wedge flow meter used in experimental correlations by Yoon et al.

According to the tests performed for values of Z between 0.3 and 0.7, the flow Cd
can be found according to the empirical formula

Cd ( Z ) = 0.9136Z 0.1303 − 23.363Z 4 + 50.378Z 3 − 11.062Z − 1.1055; Z ∈ [ 0.3, 0.7 ]
Given the empirical discharge coefficient, the mass flow rate can be found using the
pressure differential and downstream temperature applied to the theoretical isentropic
compressible flow-based mass flow rate. The established mass flow rate can then be
compared to the theoretical mass flow rate for the CCV to identify the CCV discharge
coefficient. It is worth noting that Yoon et al. [114] published the formula for the wedge
shaped area of the flow meter as
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Awedge =

π mD 2
4

where the wedge-to-pipe area ratio, m, is given as
m=

1  −1
cos (1 − 2 Z ) − 2 (1 − 2 Z ) Z (1 − Z )  .

π

In the somewhat reversed situation of the research of Gault et al., Arkhipov et al.
[31] have investigated the quasi-steady behavior of gas exhaust from a receiver, the likes
of which might be found aboard space vehicles for the purpose of attitude microadjustments. Beginning with a hypothetical thermally insulated pressure tank, a valve is
quickly (though not instantaneously) opened to allow gas exhaustion to occur. The
researchers rather elegantly proceed by first estimating a nozzle starting time, defined as
the longer of either time required for propagation of the first chamber rarefaction waves
or the time for the system of shock waves in the nozzle to stabilize. They suggest that
times as short as t = 10-4 seconds are within the range of acceptable quasi-steady analysis
of practical systems involving transitional behavior (e.g., rapid valve opening and
closing). Next, the process considers a rapid asymptotic approach to a steady discharge
coefficient starting from zero and the resulting exponentially dependent gas dynamic
behavior during this transition time. Using a time increment just one order of magnitude
lower than the predicted stabilization time, the researchers were able to accurately depict
experimentally validated high pressure exhaust from a nozzle undergoing rapid opening.
Highlights of the research, as it pertains to the proposed CCV study, are evident in the
high speed transition of the nozzle opening, the short overall time scales (τ ≈ 1 msec), and
the special attention to the asymptotic behavior of the nozzle discharge coefficient.
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Perhaps the most relevant of all recent studies are presented in two separate
papers by Idris and Pullen [22] and Idris et al. [23], both of which address the behavior of
real flow incidence angles in rotating valves. Their work centered on a systematic
approach to correlating several sources of flow modification in a rotating valve such as
effects based on:
•

Reynolds number

•

orifice inlet corner radiusing

•

orifice length

•

orifice inlet corner chamfering

•

pressure differential

•

pumping behavior

•

incidence angle

•

orifice inclination angle

•

preswirl and inlet cross-flow
Valve discharge coefficient is offered by the researchers as the guiding flow

modification factor.

Ultimately, they provide a series of formulae by which future

researchers and designers may estimate potential valve flow rates as a cumulative
function of the effects of orifice and valve geometry, gas state variables, and orifice
rotational speeds. Ranges of values for the experimental and numerical tests include
rotational speeds from 0 (static) to 21,000 RPM, inclination angles from 0° to 30°,
Reynolds numbers from 4 x 104 to 1.4 x 105, incidence angles from -30° to 60°, radius r/d
values from 0.1 to 0.36, chamfer w/d values from 0 to 0.25, orifice length L/d values
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from 0 to 10, and pressure ratios from 1 to 2 (high enough to incorporate choked flow
conditions).
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Chapter 3: CIBAI Cold Air Standard Analysis
Although detailed thermodynamic analysis of the CIBAI cycle has been
performed by Echavarria in his earlier work, his findings must be corroborated by a
second thorough analysis to identify theoretical benefits and limitations of the CIBAI
cycle. Adopting the same cold air standard (CAS) assumptions proposed during the first
analysis [1], the following assumptions have been made:
1) Air, fixed in mass and considered ideal in behavior, is the only working fluid
within the closed system.
2) The complex combustion process is modeled as transfer of heat into the system.
3) Exhaust of the products of combustion is modeled as a transfer of heat out of the
system, thus completing the cycle.
4) Every heat addition or rejection process occurring during the cycle is internally
reversible.
5) The specific heats of the working fluid are considered constant throughout the
cycle.
6) The air at the beginning of the cycle (state 1) has a temperature and pressure of
25°C (298 K) and 1 atmosphere, respectively.
7) Opening of the CCV occurs instantaneously (from state 2, initial to state 2, final).
8) Energy in all its forms is evenly distributed between the two cylinders
instantaneously at state 2, final.
These assumptions are readily seen in the thermodynamic diagrams of Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The ideal cold air standard CIBAI cycle, shown producing net work out in P-v and T-s
diagrams.

The first part of analysis seeks to establish an expression of thermal efficiency of
the CIBAI cycle. Beginning with the definition of thermal efficiency as the ratio of net
work produced by a cycle to heat addition required, or

ηth =

Wnet
,
Qin

it is possible to show that

ηth =

Qin − Qout
Q
= 1 − out
Qin
Qin

The simplified combustion and exhaust processes of assumptions 2 and 3 lead to

Qin = U 3 − U 2 = m3u3 − m2u2 = m3cv ,3T3 − m2cv ,2T2 ;
Qout = U 4 − U1 = m4u4 − m1u1 = m4cv ,4T4 − m1cv ,1T1;
and from assumptions 1 and 5,

m1 = m2 = m3 = m4 = m;
cv ,1 = cv ,2 = cv ,3 = cv ,4 = cv ;
so that
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Qin = mcv (T3 − T2 ) ;
Qout = mcv (T4 − T1 ) ;
and

ηth = 1 −

mc (T − T )
(T − T )
Qout
= 1− v 4 1 = 1− 4 1
Qin
mcv (T3 − T2 )
(T3 − T2 )

An improvement to the last equation can be made by forming dimensionless state
temperatures as ratios to the known intake (state 1) temperature. This simplification
leads to

 T4   T1  
 T4 
  −   

 −1
T1 
 T1   T1  


ηth = 1 −
= 1−
;
 T3   T2  
 T3   T2 
 − 
  −   
T
T
 T1   T1 

1


1



If a new variable, X, is introduced which represents the peak dimensionless temperature
of the cycle such that
X=

T3
T1

it is now possible to express the thermal efficiency as
 T4 
  −1
T
ηth = 1 −  1 
T 
X − 2 
 T1 
Assumption 4 implies isentropic compression from state 1 to state 2 and similar
expansion from state 3 to state 4. These conditions coupled with the ideal gas behavior
of assumption 1 allow the use of the generic isentropic relations
k −1

 TA   p A  k  ν B 
 =
 = 
 TB   pB 
ν A 
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k −1

where k is the specific heat ratio, k = cp/cv. Examination of the dimensionless state 4
temperature shows that
V 
T4 T3  T4 
=  = X 3
T1 T1  T3 
 V4 

k −1

Additionally,
V4 VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af
=
V3 VTDC ,a + VTDC , af
where the subscripts “a” and “af” denote the air-only and air-fuel cylinders, respectively.
Let another new variable, VR, be introduced such that
VBDC ,a = VRVBDC ,af

in which VR becomes a simultaneous expression of both initial volume and initial mass
ratios of air-only to air-fuel cylinders.

Employing the compression ratio (CR)

expressions,

VBDC ,a = CRa VTDC ,a
VBDC ,af = CRaf VTDC ,af
and manipulating the volume expressions at states 3 and 4 yields

V3 = VTDC ,a + VTDC ,af =

VBDC ,a
CRa

+

VBDC ,af
CRaf

=

VRVBDC ,af
CRa

+

VBDC ,af
CRaf

 VR
1 
= VBDC ,af 
+
;
 CR CR 
af 
 a

V4 = VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af = VRVBDC , af + VBDC ,af = VBDC ,af (1 + VR ) ;
 VR
1
VBDC ,af 
+

V3
 CRa CRaf
=
V4
VBDC ,af (1 + VR )

  VR
1
+
 
 =  CRa CRaf
(1 + VR )

  VRCRaf + CRa
 
 =  CRa CRaf
(1 + VR )

thus
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 = CRa + VRCRaf
CRa CRaf (1 + VR )

 CRa + VRCRaf 
T4
=X

T1
 CRa CRaf (1 + VR ) 

k −1

The dimensionless temperature at state 2 requires a bit more work. Solution of
the value depends mainly upon assumptions 7 and 8. If no work is done on or by the
system during the adiabatic opening of the CCV, and if the mass is assumed to flow
instantaneously so that specific volume (thus density) remain constant during CCV
operation, then conservation of energy within the fluid maintains

dE
dt

sys





V2
V2
ɺ
ɺ
= W − Q + ∑ in m  u +
+ zg  − ∑ out m  u +
+ zg  = 0
2
2





Elimination of nearly every term except internal energies from state 2, initial to state 2,
final yields the energy balance
m2 au2 a + m2 af u2 af − m2u2 = m2 a cv ,2 aT2 a + m2 af cv ,2 af T2 af − m2 cv ,2T2 = 0;
T2 =

(m

c

T + m2 af cv ,2 af T2 af )

2 a v ,2 a 2 a

m2 cv ,2

=

(m

T + m2 af T2 af

2a 2a

)

m2

Continuity and a closer inspection of VR help in making the next manipulations,
T2 ( m2 aT2 a + m2 af T2 af )  m2 a  T2 a
=
=

T1
m2T1
 m2  T1

  m2 af   T2 af
+

  m2   T1


;


m2 = m2 a + m2 af = m1a + m1af = ρ1 ( VBDC ,a + VBDC , af );
 
  VR 
VRVBDC ,af
 = 
 = 

VRV
+
V
 1 + VR 
BDC , af
BDC , af 
 
VBDC ,a

  1

 
VBDC ,af
 m2 af  
  VR   1 
VR
=
 = 

 = 
  1 + 1  =  1 + VR  ;
 m2   VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af   VBDC ,a + VBDC ,a

VR 
VR  

 m2 a

 m2

VBDC ,a
 
 = 
  VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af
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 T2 a   VBDC ,a

 = 
 T1   VTDC , a





 T2 af   VBDC ,af

 = 
 T1   VTDC ,af

k −1

= CRak −1;




k −1

= CRafk −1 ;

finally providing the ratio

(

k −1
k −1
T2  VR  k −1  1  k −1 VRCRa + CRaf
=
 CRa + 
 CRaf =
T1  1 + VR 
(1 + VR )
 1 + VR 

)

The result of these manipulations is ultimately an expression of thermal efficiency
for the CIBAI cycle operating under the assumption previously listed as a function of
peak dimensionless temperature X, initial cylinder volume ratio VR, cylinder
compression ratios CRa and CRaf, and the specific heat ratio k. The final equation is
( k −1)

ηth,CIBAI

 CRa + VRCRaf 
X

 CRa CRaf (1 + VR ) 
= 1−

VRCRak −1 + CRafk −1
X −
(1 + VR )


(

−1

) 


Comparison of the thermal efficiency of the CIBAI cycle to a similar Otto cycle is
done easily by setting the Otto cycle maximum compression ratio equal to that of the
maximum air-fuel cylinder compression ratio of the CIBAI engine.

This is a fair

comparison in the sense that both cycles are limited by the maximum amount of
compression that can take place before the associated heating incites engine knock.
Applying the air-fuel compression ratio to the familiar expression for Otto thermal
efficiency yields

ηth ,Otto = 1 − CRaf1−k
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The method for fair comparison between comparable CIBAI and Diesel cycles is
not as easily reached, but is still possible. Focus must remain on the two major limiting
factors in both cycles, namely the dimensionless peak temperature, X, and the maximum
cylinder compression ratio, CRa. Ascertaining Diesel thermal efficiency based on these
values is first approached by recognizing the constant pressure heat addition process
unique to the Diesel cycle. Specifically,
p3 = p2
combined with the ideal gas behavior and fixed mass of the air as stated in assumption 1
lead to the relations

p2ν 2 = nRT2 ;
nRT2

ν2

=

nRT3

ν3

p3ν 3 = nRT3 ;
T2 ν 2 V2
=
=
T3 ν 3 V3

;

which can be used in conjunction with the definition of the cut off ratio, CO, to show

CO =

V3 T3 T3  T1 
= =  
V2 T2 T1  T2 

The isentropic compression process from states 1 to 2 allow CO to be expressed as
ν 
CO = X  2 
 ν1 

k −1

= XCRa1−k

The familiar expression for thermal efficiency of the Diesel cycle in terms of the
compression ratio and cut off ratio, can now be expressed using comparable variables of
the CIBAI cycle, such that
 CO k − 1 

 k ( CO − 1) 

ηth , Diesel = 1 − CRa1− k 
or more specifically,
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1− k
a

ηth, Diesel = 1 − CR

(

)

 XCR1− k k − 1 
a


 k XCRa1− k − 1 



(

)

Comparison of thermal efficiency over a range of CRa values is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Thermal efficiency comparison of the CIBAI, Otto, and Diesel cycles operating under the
following conditions: CRaf = 8.5, X = 5, VR = 11, k = 1.4, 8 < CRa < 28.

Another key indicator of overall cycle performance in reciprocating piston
engines is the mean effective pressure (MEP). Defined as the amount of work produced
during a single complete cycle per unit volume displacement, MEP can be thought of as
engine work density. In general, MEP can be written as

MEP =

Wnet
Vdisp

A dimensionless comparison between the MEP’s of each cycle seems most prudent and
since the units are (as the name implies) in terms of force per unit area, the MEP of each
cycle may be rendered dimensionless using the CAS pressure of 1 atmosphere (101,325
Pa). Beginning with the dimensionless CIBAI MEP, we may write
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MEPCIBAI
Wnet
Q − Qout
=
= in
;
pCAS
p1 Vdisp
p1 Vdisp
Noting the ideal gas behavior and constant volume heat addition,

Qin = mcv (T3 − T2 ) ;
Qout = mcv (T4 − T1 ) ;
p1 =

mRT1
;
V1

MEPCIBAI mcv (T3 − T2 ) − mcv (T4 − T1 ) mcv (T3 − T2 − T4 + T1 )
=
=
;
p1
 mRT1 
 Vdisp 
mRT1 

 Vdisp

 V1 
 V1 
 T3 
 T2   T4  
  + 1 −   −   
MEPCIBAI  cv   T1 
 T1   T1  
= 
p1
 Vdisp 
R


 V1 
The dimensionless MEP at this stage has many recognizable ratios, but the volume ratio
in the denominator of the expression needs a little more manipulation. Employing the
various definitions already given for the compression ratios particular to the CIBAI cycle,

 Vdisp

 V1

( VTDC ,a + VTDC ,af ) ;
 ( VBDC ,a + VBDC , af ) − ( VTDC ,a + VTDC ,af ) 
=
=
1
−

( VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af )
( VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af )


 VBDC ,a VBDC ,af 
 VRVBDC ,af VBDC ,af 
 VR
1
+
+
VBDC ,af 
+





CRaf 
CRa
CRaf 
 Vdisp 
 CRa
 CRa CRaf
= 1− 
= 1−

 = 1−
VBDC , af (VR + 1)
( VBDC ,a + VBDC ,af )
(VRVBDC ,af + VBDC ,af )
 V1 
 VRCRaf + CRa

 Vdisp 
 CRa CRaf

 = 1−
(VR + 1)
 V1 



 = 1 − CRa + VRCRaf
CRa CRaf (1 + VR )

Also noting that

cv
cv
1
=
=
R c p − cv k − 1
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;

yields a final dimensionless CIBAI MEP expression as

MEPCIBAI
pCAS


 T2   T4  
 X + 1 −   −  
 1 
 T1   T1  
=

CRa + VRCRaf 
 k −1  
1 −

 CRa CRaf (1 + VR ) 

in which all variables are known for a given set of cycle parameters.
As before, a fair comparison to the dimensionless MEP of the Otto cycle proceeds as
MEPOtto mcv (T3 − T2 ) − mcv (T4 − T1 )
=
;
pCAS
p1 Vdisp
Using the same substitution methods demonstrated in the case of the CIBAI cycle, Otto
MEP can now be expressed as

MEPOtto
pCAS


 T2   T4  
 X + 1 −   −  
 1 
 T1   T1  
=
;

 Vdisp 
 k −1 


 V1 

Further reduction of the remaining ratios,
 T2   ν 1 
 = 
 T1   ν 2 

k −1

V 
= 1 
 V2 

k −1

 T4  T3  T4 
ν3 
 =  = X 
 T1  T1  T3 
ν 4 

= CRafk −1;
k −1

 Vdisp   VBDC , af − VTDC ,af

 = 
VBDC ,af
 V1  

V 
=X 3
 V4 

k −1

= XCRaf1− k ;


VTDC ,af
CRaf − 1
= 1 − CRaf−1 =
 = 1 −
VBDC ,af
CRaf


yields
k −1
1− k
k −1
1− k
MEPOtto  1  ( X + 1) − CRaf − XCRaf   CRaf   X + 1 − CRaf − XCRaf 
=
=
;


pCAS
 CRaf − 1 
CRaf − 1)
 k −1 
(
 k −1 


CR
af



and finally gives an expression of the dimensionless Otto cycle MEP as
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(

k −1
1− k
MEPOtto CRaf 1 + X − CRaf − XCRaf
=
pCAS
( k − 1) ( CRaf − 1)

)

A similar investigation of dimensionless Diesel MEP begins with the expression

MEPDiesel mc p (T3 − T2 ) − mcv (T4 − T1 )
;
=
pCAS
p1 Vdisp
Again, using techniques already demonstrated, the expression can be written

MEPDiesel
pCAS


 T4  
k −1
 kX − kCRa −   + 1
 1 
 T1  
=
;

1 − CRa−1
 k −1 

(

)

in which the dimensionless state 4 temperature is still unknown. This is readily solved as
CO =

V3
V
; CRa = 1 ; V1 = V4 ;
V2
V2
1

1

 T   T   k −1
 T  k −1
V 
V 
CO = CRa  3  = CRa  3  = CRa  4  = CRa  4   1   ;
 V1 
 V4 
 T3 
 T1   T3  
1

 CO

 CRa

  T4   T1   k −1  CO 
 =      ; 

  T1   T3  
 CRa 
 CO 
 T4 

 = X
 T1 
 CRa 

k −1

 T  T 
=  4  1 ;
 T1   T3 

k −1

In this last expression of the dimensionless state 4 temperature, all variables are known.
At last, by substitution,

MEPDiesel
pCAS

k −1


 CO 
k −1
 kX − kCRa − X 
 + 1

 CRa 
 1  
=

1 − CRa−1
 k −1 

(
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Figure 8 shows the comparison of ideal MEP values, again presented over a range or
CRa.
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Figure 8: Comparison of dimensionless MEP for CIBAI, Otto, and Diesel cycles for conditions: CRaf
= 8.5, X = 5, VR = 11, k = 1.4, 8 < CRa < 28.

A full evaluation of the benefits of the cycles in comparison can not be performed
without the integration of maximum combustion speeds.
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Chapter 4: Non-Steady Valve Flow Modeling
Minimum Duct Losses
Because the goal of the research seeks to quantify CCV duct losses, it seems
appropriate to investigate the theoretical “best case” scenario for purposes of comparison.
In an ideal valve, all fluid movement occurs unhindered such that the fluid maintains all
its initial energy without loss as mass is transported. This ideal case is of course never
possible since it requires “slip” at the duct walls. Steady state kinetic energy dissipation
through viscous shear wall heating has been exhaustively studied, resulting in the wellknown Moody chart for fully developed flow which describes the duct friction factor, f,
as a function of flow Reynolds number and wall relative roughness [4]. Friction factor is
critical in evaluating flow inefficiency which can be represented as a static pressure drop,

∆p = f

(

1
2

ρV 2 )

l
Dh

where l is the length of the duct. In general for laminar flow, the friction factor only
depends on flow Reynolds number such that

f lam =

64
,
Re D

Re D < 2300 .

Flow regimes where the Reynolds number is greater than ~2300 results in a new
expression for friction factor which incorporates the strong dependence on wall surface
roughness. The Colebrook formula for turbulent pipe flow is

 ε Dh
1
2.51
= −2 log 
+
 3.7 Re
f
f
D
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 ,


Re D > 2300 .

The turbulent case requires some type of iterative scheme to solve for f, but the
Colebrook formula is easily modified to a form befitting of standard Jacobian iteration
such that


 ε Dh
2.51
f i +1 =  −2 log 
+
 3.7 Re
fi

D


−2


 .

 

This particular form rapidly converges, typically reaching relative error values of less that
0.01% within 5 iterations.
As previously stated, these methods establish a best case loss scenario, where the
brunt of entrance effects is already dissipated to zero and no transient inertial effects are
present. Thus, the value of pressure loss granted through this process serves as a type of
Carnot efficiency as applied to orifice flow.
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Compressible Flow Theory
The general fluid flow within an engine is nearly always highly compressible in
nature, thus accurate numerical modeling must incorporate this behavior. The boundary
conditions used to depict compressible gas flow through the CCV and intake and exhaust
ports are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Compressible flow equations can be applied to the simplified conditions above in which
region 3 represents the fully open CCV.

Initially, regions 1, 2, and 3 are all at rest and the static pressures and
temperatures within each region are by definition stagnation or total temperatures and
pressures.

Assuming that region 1 exhibits some increase in total pressure and/or

temperature, equilibrium in the system is disturbed and fluid mass tends to move through
the connecting region 3 into region 2 in a natural response to restore equilibrium.
According to the quasi-steady model,

dm
dE
=
≡0
dt 3 dt 3
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and by continuity and conservation of energy in a perfectly insulated system,

dm
dm
=−
,
dt 1
dt 2

dE
dE
=−
dt 1
dt

2

respectively. Compressible flow equations can be applied to determine the instantaneous
time rate of change of mass that leaves region 1 and enters region 2. The energy equation
is applied to determine the corresponding time rate of change of energy in each region.
Based on the above description of the quasi-steady scenario, it is possible to write

dm
 p 
= mɺ 1 = ρV 1 A3 = 
V A3
dt 1
 RT 1
where A3 represents the cross sectional area of region 3 normal to the direction of flow.
Rewriting the velocity at 1 as

V1 = M 1a1 = M 1 γ RT1
and noting that the local Mach number, M, of any flow may be expressed as
(γ −1)


 2   p0  γ
M= 
− 1 ,
  

 γ − 1   p 




p0 ≥ p [5]

it is possible to write the instantaneous mass flow rate leaving region 1 as
(γ −1)


 p   2γ   p01  γ
mɺ 1 = A3 
− 1 .


 
 RT1   γ − 1   p1 


2
1

The addition of an expression for static temperature at location 1,
 p 
T1 = T01  1 
 p01 
yields
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( γ −1)
γ

,

 p   p01 
mɺ 1 = A3 


 RT01   p1 
2
1

(γ −1)
γ

( γ −1)


 2γ   p01  γ
− 1 .


 
 γ − 1   p1 



The value of the expression above is perhaps not immediately obvious. However,
with reference to Figure 9, if the flow is allowed to accelerate such that the boundary
condition at the interface between regions 2 & 3 is static pressure equilibrium (pinterface =
p2), and the stagnation pressure and temperature of region 1 remain instantaneously
unchanged (p1 = p01, T1 = T01), then the instantaneous mass flow rate through region 3
can be calculated explicitly as

 p2   p 
mɺ = A3  2   1 
 RT1   p2 

( γ −1)
γ

(γ −1)


 2γ   p1  γ
− 1

  
 γ − 1    p2 



Unless the initial energy and mass in each region is forced to remain constant, this
expression is only good for an infinitesimally short duration, ∆t, after which time the
transported mass and energy changes the operating pressures and temperatures. It is also
important to recognize that the maximum flow Mach number of the restriction of region 3
is limited to sonic Mach 1 (choked flow), where the mass flow rate becomes independent
of downstream conditions and can be written

mɺ choked

pA
= 1 3
T1

γ 2 


R  γ +1
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(γ +1) ( γ −1)

[5].

Quasi-Steady Flow Modeling
A popular form of numerical modeling in which fluid mass accumulation between
major engine components is neglected is referred to as quasi-steady modeling [2,3]. For
the case of the CIBAI engine, the air-only and air-fuel cylinder volumes contain all the
fluid mass within the engine. Air is allowed to enter at the intake port, and the
incremental change in mass inflow is determined by the compressible flow equations
[2,5] and the selected time increment. The limiting factor of this method of modeling is
its inability to predict variations in intake and exhaust (as well as CCV) flow phenomena
based on full 3-D computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches [5]. Nonetheless, it
is a widely accepted method of thermodynamics-based modeling. Quasi-steady codes
used to indicate CIBAI engine behavior to date are presented in the appendix.
The basic approach of the method as applied to the CIBAI engine arrangement is
outlined briefly as follows. Two “volumes” represented as mathematical points are
associated with an array of time-dependent geometric configurations based on possible
piston-cylinder arrangements, valve sizes and valve operating times. Initial conditions
are assigned for each point, which in general start with air at ambient conditions. A
constant crank speed is then assigned to the system, and the code begins to march in
small time and angular increments. Monitoring the conditions within each “volume”
requires a minimum of equations including conservation of energy, continuity, and for
“cold” engines the ideal gas relations. Larger valves such as intake and exhaust ports are
assumed to be capable of extremely rapid opening and closing times, but the specialized
CCV is modeled according to the tested behavioral capabilities. Given the initial gas
conditions the geometric evolution of the engine components, the thermodynamic
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properties of the quasi-steady gas, and the theoretical limits of the valve dynamics it is
possible to model the engine at least to the point of determining some general qualitative
aspects of the cycle.
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Shock Tube Theory
A relevant way to describe the valve scheme is by comparison to the wave system
of a shock tube. The basic design of a simple shock tube is such that in an initial setup,
an inviscid, perfect gas at high pressure is separated from an inviscid, perfect gas at low
pressure by a thin diaphragm within a tube of infinite length and constant cross sectional
area [35]. At a prescribed moment, the diaphragm is rapidly burst and the ensuing shock,
compression, contact, and rarefaction waves disperse into the fluid in both directions.
The resulting fluid properties can be predicted as functions of time and distance from the
initial position of the diaphragm. Adding to the complexity of the transient behavior of
such a system, a tube of finite length can be considered in which waves are reflected off
end walls and subsequently reflected or refracted off one another (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: A shock tube wave system on the (x,t) plane (figure reproduced from [35]).

Following many of the suggested steps by Glass and Hall [35], a temporal
development of the flow within the shock tube can be produced. Initially (at time, t <=
t0), regions 1 and 4 are separated by the diaphragm (D) (Figure 11). Region 4 contains
the high pressure gas and region 1 contains the relatively low pressure gas. At the instant
of diaphragm rupture, the high pressure gradient apparent to the fluid at the new interface
induces a shock wave system. This system starts with three simultaneous reactions: a
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shock wave, a contact front, and a rarefaction wave. Figure 12 shows the shock wave
(S1) moving rapidly into the gas at rest in region 1. Just behind the shock, in region 2,
particles are accelerated to a fixed velocity, u2. In a manner analogous to falling sand that
sheers from the face of a tall sand pile in sheets, particles are “sheeted” away from the
high pressure gas in region 4 inside a rarefaction zone (R1). The head rarefaction wave
(H, Figure 10), which always travels at the local speed of sound, enters region 4 where
the particles at rest begin accelerating in the direction of region 1. The tail rarefaction
wave (T, Figure 10) is defined by the location at which the particles have stopped
accelerating and are moving at a constant velocity, u3.

A critical boundary condition

needed to establish equilibrium between the shocked region 2 and the sheered region 3 is
that the velocities and pressures must be identical. This boundary condition indicates a
contact front (C1), moving at the same velocity as the particles in regions 2 and 3 that
separates the two regions according to the difference in their remaining thermodynamic
properties such that T2 ≠ T3 and ρ2 ≠ ρ3.

Figure 11: The shock tube at initial time, t0 shows the high pressure region 4 separated from the low
pressure region 1 by a thin diaphragm (D).
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Figure 12: A starting shock wave (S1), contact front (C1), and rarefaction wave (R1) immediately
develop upon rupture of the diaphragm.

Proceeding with calculations requires establishing a few defining parameters of
the fluid based upon the known initial conditions of regions 1 and 4. Glass suggests the
following definitions:
d

αn =
d

βn =
d

Cv ,n =

γ n +1
,
γ n −1
γ n −1
,
2γ n

d γ R
Rn
, C p ,n = n n ,
γ n −1
γ n −1

d

Emn =

( CvT )m
,
( CvT )n
d

Pmn =
d

U mn =

pm
,
pn

um
=
an

um

(γ RT )n

am
=
an

( γ RT )m
(γ RT )n

and
d

Amn =
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,

where m and n would normally represent 1 and 4, respectively.

It is necessary to

determine the new pressure established in region 2 just behind the shock, and for this a
Jacobien iteration scheme works best according to the following formula:
β4
P21,i +1 = 1 − ( P14 P21,i ) − 1



(α P

1 21,i

+ 1)

β 4 E14

Once P21 converges, usually to within 0.01% relative error after about 20 iterations,
Glass’ method continues to solve for
1) Density Ratios:

ρ3
1γ
= Γ34 = ( P14 P21 )
ρ4

4

ρ2
1 + α1 P21
= Γ 21 =
ρ1
α1 + P21

2) Sonic Speed and Temperature Ratios

( γ RT )3
(γ RT )4

a3
= A34 =
a4
a2
= A21 =
a1

(γ RT )2
( γ RT )1

= T34 = P34β 4 = [ P14 P21 ]

 P (α + P ) 
= T21 =  21 1 21 
 1 + α1 P21 

12

3) Shock Wave Mach Number and Velocity
MS =

β4

w1
= W11 = β1 (1 + α1 P21 )
a1

4) Contact Front Velocity
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( P21 − 1)
u2
= U 21 =
a1
γ 1 β1 (α1P21 + 1)
u3
a u
a u
= U 34 = 1 3 = 1 2 = A14U 21
a4
a4 a1 a4 a1
5) Head and Tail Rarefaction Velocities
C4−
u −a
−
= c44
= 4 4 = −1
a4
a4
C3−
1 
β
β
−
= c34
=
1 − ( P14 P21 ) 4  − ( P14 P21 ) 4


a4
β 4γ 4

6) Local Mach Numbers
M3 =

u3 u3 a4 U 34
=
=
a3 a4 a3 A34

M2 =

u2 u2 a1 U 21
=
=
a2 a1 a2 A21

The next significant event in the shock tube occurs when the shock wave is
reflected at the closed end of the tube, as represented in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The first shock (S1) is reflected at the end of the closed tube.
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It is at the tube end that the velocity of fluid moving in region 2 must necessarily be
brought to rest to maintain zero wall velocity after the reflected shock moves back into
region 2 ( u5 = 0 ) and the pressure ratio can be solved according to
p5
α + 2 − P12
= P52 = 1
.
p2
1 + α1 P12

Similarly, the density and temperature ratios are found as

ρ5
1 + α1 P52
= Γ52 =
ρ2
α1 + P52
and
P (α + P )
T5
= T52 = 52 1 52 .
T2
1 + α1 P52

The new reflected Mach wave number is found as

 2 + (α1 − 1) P12 
M S ,2 = W22 = M S 

 α1 + P12

where it is worth noting that in the event of a weak initial shock, or P12 ≈ 1, MS,2 and MS
are essentially sonic Mach waves. Finally, the time required to reach this condition is
easily calculated as
tS 1, RFL =

L1
.
M S a1

The time required to allow the starting shock to clear the initial length of the tube, tS1,RFL,
has been successfully used in literature as one of the characteristic times governing real
fluid systems that have been modeled numerically [31,35].
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Referring to Figure 11, if L4 is sufficiently short in comparison to L1, the next
significant event in the shock tube will be the reflection of the rarefaction wave at the end
of the tube in region 4. If on the other hand L1 and L4 are nearly equal, the next event
will be the refraction of the reflected shock at the contact front preceding region 3. This
case is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The first head-on collision in a tube of equal region 1 and region 4 initial lengths will be
between the reflected shock and the contact front.

The location of the collision can be determined as

xC1− S 2, RFR

 1
1  1
1 
= L1 
+
 +

 M S a1 M S ,2 a2   u2 M S ,2 a2 

−1

so that the time to collision is then solved as

tC1− S 2, RFR =

xC1− S 2, RFR
u2

.

Immediately following the refraction, three possibilities can occur depending
upon the values of P45 and E15: reflection of a shock wave, Mach wave, or rarefaction
wave. Again from Glass, the case for a reflected shock occurs when
E15 <

α1 + P54
α 5 + P54
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where

E15 =

2

α1 + P54 P43 h 

(1 − P54 P43 )
h=

P −1 
 k P43 − 43
 ,
α1 + P43 


2

(α 5 P54 + 1)
,
(α 5 + P54 )

and

k=

(1 − P54 )
α 5 P54 + 1

.

The case for a reflected Mach wave occurs when
E15 =

α1 + P54
.
α 5 + P54

Finally, the case for the reflected rarefaction wave occurs when
E15 >

α1 + P54
α 5 + P54

noting that the pressure ratio between regions 5 and 4 is solved as
P54 = P52 P21 P14
It can be shown that for the case of a “cold” shock tube beginning at a relatively
low value of P41 (<10) that the case of the reflected rarefaction wave is the only case
which can occur as the moving shock wave meets the contact surface. The strength of
the shock S2 is reduced, and the “new” shock is renamed S3 (Figure 15). The behavior of
the new rarefaction zone, R2, and the thermodynamic relationship between the newly
formed region 7 and region 5 can be determined using the same method as outlined for
regions 3 and 4 (Figure 12). Likewise, the relationship between regions 8 and 3 can be
determined using the method as outlined for regions 1 and 2.
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Figure 15: The head-on collision gives rise to a second rarefaction wave (R2).

The next significant event in the shock tube wave system occurs when the first
rarefaction zone, R1, contacts the other closed end of the tube and is reflected back into
the moving particle region 3 as shown in Figure 16. As was the boundary condition of
the reflected shock wave, the particles behind the reflected tail rarefaction wave which
make up the new region 6 must come to rest (u6 = 0). The conditions within region 6 are
given from Glass as
1 β4

P64 =  2 P34β 4 − 1

,

2

T64 =  2 P34β 4 − 1 ,
and
1 γ 4 β4

Γ64 =  2 P34β 4 − 1

,

noting that
P34 =

p3 p1 p2 p1
=
= P21 P14 .
p1 p4 p1 p4
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Figure 16: The first rarefaction zone (R1) is reflected at the end of the closed tube.

The time required for region 6 to reach steady conditions is another key time used
in literature to develop experimental and numerical models [31,35]. According to Glass,
the dimensionless time constant of interest with regard to the formation of a steady region
6 for a diatomic gas is found as

τ6 =

a4t RI , RFL
L4

=

1

( 2P

17
34

)

−1

3

+

(

6 P342 7 1 − P341 7

( 2P

17
34

)

−1

5

)

2

.

Glass also offers an example showing that for P41 = 10.5, L = 1 ft., T1 = 72°F, tR1,RFL =
3.82 milliseconds. As the initial pressure ratio is increased, more relative mass is added
to the initial region 4 and it requires more time for the starting rarefaction wave to reach
the end of the tube. This result is illustrated by a second example provided by Glass in
which for P41 = 100, L = 1 ft., T1 = 72°F. Rarefaction clearance time of tR1,RFL = 71.1
milliseconds.
The shock wave S3 and the newly reflected rarefaction zone R3 must meet each
other in a head-on collision. This situation is depicted in Figure 17, and the resulting
strengthened shock wave S4, weakened rarefaction zone R4, and contact zone C3 are
displayed with their respective directions in Figure 18. An interesting impact of the
shock wave penetration of the rarefaction zone is that the strength of the shock S3
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continuously increases as it moves from the head to the tail of the rarefaction zone R3 and
thus the entropy rise also continuously increases during the process leaving in its wake
the first contact zone C3.

Figure 17: The head-on collision of the reflected rarefaction wave (R3) and the refracted shock wave
(S3).

Figure 18: The second rarefaction wave (R2) reflection and the contact zone (C3) created from the
head-on collision of Figure 17.

The pressures within the newly formed regions 11 and 12 may be determined,
again from Glass, starting with an iterative solution of
1
1



P11−6 = 1 + 1 + α1 P11−6  D − E ( P11−6 P38 )α1 +1 − ( P86 )α1 +1   ,




where
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1

D = ( P86 )α1 +1

1
P83 − 1


+ α1 + 1 1 − ( P86 )α1 +1 
1 + α1 P83



and
E=

(α1 + 1) P83 (α1 + P83 ) (1 + α1P83 )  .

Next, by recognizing the necessary condition that pressures remain constant across the
contact zone, it is possible to solve for P12-8 such that
P12−8 = P11−6 P63 P38 .
The next five figures demonstrate exactly how complicated the “simple” wave
system within the shock tube can become within a fraction of a second. In Figure 19, the
strengthened shock S4 reaches the end of the tube and is reflected back into region 11.
Figure 20 shows the reflected shock S5 at the instant of head-on collision with the contact
zone C3. Again, this type of collision results in the refraction of the shock wave, the
creation of a new contact front, and the reflection of a new rarefaction wave (Figure 21).
Figure 22 shows the head-on collision of the rarefaction wave R4 with the contact surface
C2 just after reflection of rarefaction wave R6. This type of collision results in the
refraction of the contact surface C2 becoming C5, the refraction of rarefaction zone R4
into R8 and the reflection of R4 into R9 (Figure 23).
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Figure 19: A shock wave (S4) is reflected from the end of the tube originally containing the high
pressure gas.

Figure 20: The reflected shock (S5) enters the spread out contact zone (C3) head-on.

Figure 21: Another rarefaction zone (R6) is created as the refracted shock passes through the
reformed contact zone (C4).
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Figure 22: After the reflection of the rarefaction wave (R7), an older rarefaction zone (R4) collides
head-on with a contact front (C2).

Figure 23: Refraction (R9) and reflection (R8) of rarefaction zones after the collision of Figure 22.

Depending upon the length of the shock tube and its initial pressure ratio, the
wave system started within the tube can easily give rise to as many as 17
thermodynamically unique regions within less than 1 second. It is also important to
understand that during all of the shock wave movement, entropy within the system is on
the rise, eventually weakening the entire wave system to a point of complete attenuation
of shock waves. Generally speaking, for low initial pressure ratio systems of short
overall length (such as the cylinder-CCV-cylinder model used in this research), shock
wave attenuation happens fast enough that the starting shock (S1) loss dominates all other
entropy generating transient behavior. In such cases, as suggested in the literature by
Arkhipov et al. [31], only the longest of either tR1,RFL or tS1,RFL is used to establish the
final time for an exponential flow rate increase from zero up to the quasi-steady flow rate
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which has been measured or adjusted from theory by some experimentally determined
discharge coefficient.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
Constant Pressure Experiments
General Arrangement
Two basic experimental procedures were used to collect the main body of data.
In the first set of experiments, a constant pressure process was investigated in which the
CCV was used to discharge an “infinite” volume source held at relatively high pressure
into ambient surroundings considered to be at relatively low pressure. The setup for
these experiments is shown schematically in Figure 24.

Figure 24: The constant pressure experimental setup.

Referring to Figure 24, air was first compressed and partially contained in a first
stage holding volume of 10 gallons (37.9 L) which was connected to a larger 12 gallons
(45.4 L) second stage holding volume (2) through a pressure regulator (1). Freshly
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compressed air was allowed at least two hours to come to thermal equilibrium with
ambient temperature before proceeding to turn on the 5 speed CCV motor (3) which was
set to the desired speed and allowed a short amount of time to come to constant speed.
Upon initializing the data acquisition (DAQ) software, a brief excitation signal was
introduced to engage the electromechanical clutch (4) so that the CCV (5) would
suddenly accelerate to the CCV motor speed and rotate for a single revolution before
coming to rest. Depending upon the motor speed, the duration of time that the CCV
remained open was on the order of ~15 milliseconds. The burst of pressurized gas moved
rapidly through the shock tube assembly (6) and was then exhausted into the mass
collection chamber (7).

Apparatus
The drive used to turn the CCV was powered by an A.O. Smith 5 speed AC motor
(Figure 25). The unit was mounted sufficiently high enough on a base stand to allow
easy connection to the rest of the CCV assembly at the drive end of the shaft and also
allow fan blade clearance at the free end of the motor shaft. A rotary switch (1) was used
to select the drive speed, which was electronically read from two circuits (2). A magnetic
pick up switch indicated a single pulse per revolution, and a CNC-milled disk provided
24 pulses per revolution (1 pulse per 15°). The drive was positioned so that a Lovejoy
(jaw) type coupling (3) meshed with an electromechanical clutch receiver (not shown).
The AC motor required some amount of preload torque to be applied to the system in
order to achieve the operational range of speeds. Preload was applied using both a static
load system (4) and a dynamic load system (5). Constant load torque could be applied
using the static system by way of adding washers to a bucket mounted above a freely
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rotating boom that pressed a rubber brake pad against the wide edge of the flywheel. A
pin inside the bucket ensured that the washers were always held at a fixed distance from
the pivoting elbow, thus allowing precise control over this particular load source from
one test set to another. Additional load torque was applied by way of the attached fan
blade assembly. This measure helped to provide a more automated preload system that
would increase load torque with an increase in motor speed.

Figure 25: The 5 speed CCV motor was used to supply the constant RPM CCV shaft input.

The CCV assembly itself was made of a number of specialized parts.

The

commercially made electromechanical clutch (EC75LL by Reell MFG) provided
electronically controlled engagement of the CCV input shaft to the CCV motor.
Important specifications for the clutch included a zero-to-full speed time of less than 3
milliseconds, a maximum input torque of up to 75 ft-lbf, a maximum operating speed of
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up to 1400 RPM, and a nominal excitation voltage of 24 VDC. The clutch is shown in
Figure 26 to the far right (1) where just outside of the picture the mated jaw type coupling
from the CCV motor provided available constant speed input. An input shaft adapter (2)
was machined to properly mate the freewheeling side of the clutch to the control stem of
the CCV ball. The ridges of this hexagonally shaped adapter were utilized as a means of
providing a variable depth motion in front of the infrared (IR) CCV position sensor. Any
time that the clutch was engaged, the adapter would begin to turn resulting in an apparent
sinusoidal motion directly in front of the IR range sensor. Thus, the corresponding output
for the CCV position sensor showed a 6 peak sinusoid for a single full rotation of the
CCV. The main body of the CCV (4) housed the specially modified ¾” ball used in all
the experiments.

Figure 26: The CCV assembly consisted mainly of an input clutch (1), input shaft adapter (2), CCV
position sensor (3) and main ball housing (4).
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The CCV itself was fabricated using an existing commercially available off-theshelf ball type valve. Modifications to the valve involved replacement of the stock
central ball which had a straight hole of 0.371” diameter with a new angled hole of
0.375” diameter (Figure 27). In order to facilitate the use of the new ball hole design, a
¼” NPT female threaded hole was made on the side of the original ball valve housing. A
CAD model cross sectional view of this design is shown in Figure 28. The stock exhaust
hole was ultimately used as a bleed valve hole which could be opened to quickly
reestablish pressure equilibrium between the mass collection chamber and ambient air
after a test had been run.

Figure 27: The original ball (left) which had a straight 0.371” hole was replaced with a new ball
(right) which had a 90° 0.375” hole.
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Figure 28: A cutaway view of the CCV design showing the inlet (1), modified exhaust location (2),
CCV control stem (3), and pressure relief exhaust location (4).

Plumbing on the entire constant pressure experimental setup was carefully
planned so that no section before or after the CCV offered an opportunity for the moving
fluid to choke. The minimum area was in fact controlled by a replaceable set of varying
diameter nozzles mounted between the CCV and the shock tube assembly (Figure 29).
Inlets for the choke nozzles were filleted with a ¾” ball-end mill to allow the nozzle to
come extremely close to the ¾” CCV ball. The outlet of the nozzles expanded at a 7°
angle from their minimum diameters to 0.375”, thus matching the geometry of the shock
tube before the gas left the nozzle.
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Figure 29: Nozzles of various diameters were used to force the flow to choke at the exit of the CCV
(diameters in thousandths of an inch are stamped on the nozzle bodies).

The 13” x 2” x 2.25” shock tube assembly was the most carefully considered
piece of sensor equipment fabricated. The basic function of the tube was to measure high
frequency pressure trends at a response rate of up to 22 kHz within the tube to better
understand the transient exhaust behavior of the CCV.

In a qualitative sense, the

capacitive discharge microphone sensors mounted along the tube walls were able to
indicate basic pressure related fluid behavior within the tube as well as frame vibration
behavior from the tube walls. In a quantitative sense, the sensors were extremely useful
in determining the starting shock Mach number of each test.
The assembly itself consisted of 5 major parts: a top thread plate, two end flanges,
an upper channel half, and a lower channel half. Eight recessed holes were machined at
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regular intervals of 1.500” along the length of the upper channel half with corresponding
plug threads on the top thread plate. The upper and lower channel halves were machined
separately to allow easy access to the channel along its entire length. Once the two
halves were nestled together and sealed using silicone sealant, the two end flanges were
mounted to allow the threaded attachment of the choke nozzle at the inlet end and an
outlet hose barb at the exhaust end. The top thread plate allowed the air tight attachment
of microphone subassemblies or solid plugs to the recessed holes. A small PVC block
mounted to the upper channel half (Figure 30) served as a terminal strip for sensor wiring
and also allowed the entire assembly to be grounded by one of the two mounting bolts so
that when the sensors were placed into their respective holes, the contact between the
bases of the holes and the aluminum microphone casings formed a ground, thus
eliminating the need for additional wires.

Figure 30: The shock tube assembly was capable of holding up to eight microphone sensors spaced
along the tube wall in 1.500” increments (fluid moved from left to right as pictured).

Microphone sensors were attached to the shock tube using a variety of specially
machined hardware. Referring to Figure 31, if a sensor was used in one of the receiver
holes, the sensor unit (1) was first placed head down into the hole, then sealed and
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secured in place by o-rings (4) and special feed through plugs (3). The protruding wire
harness was protected using a small boot (2). If a sensor was not needed at a particular
location, the o-rings (4) and plugs (5) were used to seal off that hole. An example
showing a symmetric 4-sensor arrangement is shown in Figure 32, where the first
microphone is placed at x1 = 0.75”, the second at x2 = 3.75”, the third at x3 = 8.25”, and
the fourth at x4 = 11.25”. Using the CAD to cut down the midsection of the tube design,
Figure 33 shows the arrangement of the microphone sensor in the first recessed hole and
the plug components in the second recessed hole. Since the bases of the recessed holes
were milled so close in proximity to the upper channel wall, neither the sensors nor the
plugs offered any dead volume off the channel (i.e., the fluid could not “see” either unit).
Again, careful planning and machining ensured that both the sensor and plug assemblies
completely sealed using a pair of rubber o-rings per recession.

Figure 31: The microphone sensors (1) required some associated hardware (2-5) to outfit the shock
tube assembly.
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Figure 32: An isometric view of the shock tube CAD model shown with 4 mounted microphone
sensors on the top and the CCV assembly mounted at the inlet.

Figure 33: A closer cutaway view shows the CCV assembly, choke nozzle, and shock tube assembly
with the first microphone station occupied and the second microphone station unused.
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The final stage of the constant volume experiments involved capturing the
injected mass in a positive displacement water collection chamber. Figure 34 shows
some aspects of the collection system, which was made up of a sealed rectangular base
tank, a lid with the collection chamber cylinder sealed to its underside, a level ruler, and
the necessary hose attachment plumbing. As a single cycle of air was injected into the
chamber through the inlet, water inside the chamber was displaced downward and the
final level was directly read (Figure 35) and recorded to indicate the final pressure in the
chamber. The total mass injected during the CCV operation could then be calculated
based upon the chamber and reservoir geometry and initial and final heights of the
chamber water level. Figure 36 shows the initial and final conditions of a theoretical
amount of injected air into the collection system.

Figure 34: The injected mass collection chamber was made with a single inlet (1), a major vent (2),
two minor vents (3), a precision steel rule (4) and an optional throttled chamber pressure tap (5).
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Figure 35: A close up view of the mounted steel rule shows an initial chamber level of 1 39/64”.

Figure 36: The total injected mass of a single CCV turn was calculated based upon the geometry of
the collection chamber and reservoir, and upon the initial and final heights of the chamber water
level.
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Test Procedure
The basic test procedure followed during all the constant pressure tests was as
follows:
1) Turn on the CCV motor to the desired test speed and add or subtract weights to the
friction brake according to the test set requirements.
2) Turn on the DAQ system.
3) Ensure that the air regulator master valve is open on the second stage tank.
4) Ensure that the water level in the chamber is set at ambient equilibrium height, hi, and
that the chamber bleed valve is closed.
5) Start the DAQ software.
6) Record the final chamber height after the injection is complete.
7) Turn off the DAQ system.
8) Turn off the CCV motor.
9) Open the chamber bleed valve.
10) Visually check the CCV stem position and, if necessary, manually realign it by
grasping the input shaft adapter.
11) Name the collected data according to the test subset filename code.
Test sets were always begun by a top down speed adjust and a top down pressure
adjust. In other words, for a given test matrix the desired speed was approached from the
highest speed down. Likewise, a desired pressure ratio between the second stage tank
and ambient air pressure was always approached from the highest ratio down. Also,
before any major change in sets, the ambient conditions were recorded anew. Sensors
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used during the collection of constant pressure experiments are discussed in more detail
in the Data Acquisition section of this chapter.
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Constant Volume Experiments
General Arrangement and Apparatus
Constant volume experiments were performed in which gas held within a fixed
volume was discharged into an adjoining fixed volume by way of the CCV.
Schematically, the setup for these experiments is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: The constant volume experimental setup.

Referring to Figure 37, the motor (3), clutch (4), CCV (5), and regulator (1) remained
identical to the constant pressure tests. A relatively small volume (8) was made by
adjusting plumbing on the upstream side of the CCV. Downstream, a larger volume was
provided again by adjusting the plumbing or adding modified tanks such as the one
shown in Figure 38. These larger and smaller volumes were designed to represent the
CIBAI cylinder volumes at or near TDC for a common base cylinder displacement.
Since the CIBAI method requires the air only cylinder to operate at a much higher
compression ratio, the small volume was chosen as the upstream or supply side of the
test. Conversely, because the air-fuel side of the CIBAI arrangement must remain at a
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low enough compression ratio to avoid normal knock conditions, the larger volume was
selected as the downstream or receiving side of the test.

Figure 38: A modified CO2 bottle was used as the downstream constant volume (543cc) tank in many
of the constant volume tests.

Test Procedure
The basic test procedure followed during all the constant volume tests was as
follows:
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1) Turn on the CCV motor to the desired test speed and add or subtract weights to the
friction brake according to the test set requirements.
2) Turn on the DAQ system.
3) Add air to the low volume side by temporarily opening the air regulator master valve.
4) Once the small volume is fully charged with the intended pressure, close the air
regulator master valve.
5) Start the DAQ software.
6) Turn off the DAQ system.
7) Turn off the CCV motor.
8) Visually check the CCV stem position and, if necessary, manually realign it by
grasping the input shaft adapter.
9) Name the collected data according to the test subset filename code.
Similarly to the constant pressure tests, these test sets were always begun by a top
down speed adjust and a top down pressure adjust. Volumes were changed as one of the
parameters of the test matrices by a variety of methods including addition or removal of
plumbing, and addition or removal of solid brass plugs of known volume. Like the
constant pressure tests, the ambient conditions were continually monitored and recorded
between changes in major test sets. Sensors used during the collection of constant volume
experiments are discussed in more detail in the Data Acquisition section of this chapter.
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Data Acquisition
Hardware
The main hardware used to collect data during experiments consisted of an array
of electronic sensors, a basic sensor power supply and wire routing unit called the DAQ
center, a Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) DAQ
interface card, and a portable laptop computer. Great care was taken in application of all
the equipment to reduce electrical noise as much as possible, and included such steps as
housing the battery-powered DAQ center within a shielded box and connecting all
sensors using high quality shielded cable. Also, no live AC power lines were allowed
near sensor connections or the DAQ center. Table 1 provides a brief overview of the
sensors used during the experiments.

Table 1: Electronic sensors were used in a variety of locations to collect the relevant raw data during
the experiments.
Sensor

Measurement

Location

PX-105 transducer

ptank or pa

2nd stage tank or small volume

Thermocouple, type K

Ttank

2nd stage tank

Magnetic pick up

RPMmotor

Base of CCV motor assembly

Slotted IR

RPMmotor

Base of CCV motor assembly

IR range finder

RPMCCV

Bridge beside CCV shaft adapter

Capacitive mic #1-8

∆pST

Shock tube assembly

WS-110

pamb and Tamb

Center of lab room

All the internal tank pressures were recorded using the Omega PX-105 high gain,
high frequency strain gage pressure transducer. The 10 kHz response frequency was high
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enough to capture an adequate number of data points during a typical injection process
and accurately describe its transient behavior.

For example, an injection process

occurring at a CCV shaft speed of 1068 RPM would exhibit 18.7 milliseconds of open
time. Sampling at a rate of 20 kHz to avoid any aliasing problems would be able to
resolve the complete range of pressure data and provide 187 reliable data points during
the injection.
A common type K thermocouple and corresponding signal conditioner were used
to indicate the secondary stage tank temperature during all experiments.

The

thermocouple was mounted against the sidewall of the tank using reflective steel tape
which was then covered by a layer of insulating foam, followed by a layer of rigid plastic
which was attached using a second layer of reflective steel tape. Initially, the digital
signal was recorded during several early experiments, but the fluctuation in tank
temperature was so minor (< 1 °F) that it did not warrant the use of an entire recorded
input channel. The remaining bulk of experiments used the thermocouple data as a single
reference data point which was manually recorded on corresponding data set reference
sheets.
Figure 39 shows the magnetic switch and IR beam splitter arrangement used to
indicate the speed and relative position of the CCV drive motor. The slotted disk was
CNC milled and balanced to provide 15° resolution of the CCV motor position which
provided 24 pulses per revolution of the drive shaft. The magnetic switch recorded only
one pulse per revolution, but was installed initially to ensure the electronic accuracy of
the slotted IR sensor. After many tests, there was no doubt that the IR sensor provided
reliable pulses, so the redundant magnetic circuit was later disconnected.
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Figure 39: A magnetic pickup switch (1) and a slotted IR beam splitter (2) mounted below the CCV
motor shaft were used to indicate the motor speed and general position.

The omnidirectional capacitive discharge microphone model (Figure 40) used in
the shock tube assembly offered a robust method of investigating highly transient fluid
pressure behavior inside the tube. A response frequency of 22 kHz provided more than
enough resolution to capture the high speed passage of a starting shock wave as it passed
through the tube. It was found during initial experiments that exposure to high pressure
had the potential of saturating the return signal from the microphone, but caused no
permanent alterations to the sensor’s response behavior.
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Figure 40: The fast response microphone used in the shock tube experiments.

Ambient conditions for each test subset were manually recorded in a fashion
similar to the tank temperature on a corresponding data set reference sheet. Using the
digital weather station WS-110, the ambient temperature was recorded in °F and the
ambient pressure was recorded in Pa. Ambient conditions were recorded for every
subset, even if no change in room conditions had occurred between experiments.
Both the supply voltages and the response signals from the sensors were
maintained by the DAQ center which served as the central hub for all data acquisition.
Referring to Figure 41, the main power switch (1) was used to control power to the rest of
the sensor network. The 27 VDC power supply (3) energized the entire system and was
restricted in its total current output by a 1 amp fuse. Input and output signals were
transmitted between the PCMCIA card and the sensors by way of the 37 pin Omega
DAQPA cable (2) and shielded cables (5). Because the power required to energize the
clutch circuit was much higher than the power delivery capabilities of the PCMCIA card,
a multi step circuit was required to enable computer control of the clutch. The low power
signal was first received by a 555 timer integrated circuit (IC) (4) which was then used to
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trigger a higher power relay circuit which was in turn used to trigger an even higher
power excitation signal used to activate the clutch. Finally, the whole DAQ center was
sealed using the air tight aluminum lid (6) which was also used to hold the quick
reference DAQ circuit schematic.
The PCMCIA DAQ card (Omega DAQP-208H, Figure 42) used for the
experiments offered high speed (100 kHz) collection of good resolution (16-bit) data
sampling. The card provided a maximum of 8 single-ended (common ground) input
channels or 4 double-ended (floating ground) input channels with a maximum voltage
range of ±10 VDC. Additionally, the card allowed up to two 12-bit digital output
channels with a maximum voltage range of ±5 VDC. An important consideration when
adding sensors was that the card limited the total collection of data points to 100,000 per
second. Thus, for an arrangement using 4 single ended channels, the actual maximum
scan rate became (100/4) kHz, or 25 kHz. Optimizing the scanning ability of the DAQ
card meant arranging the software so that only the necessary channels would be used. By
the end of the experiments at least six different channel scanning arrays were
programmed into the DAQ software.

Table 2 shows these arrangements with the

corresponding sensors being used in each setup. An additional important aspect of the
scanning method of the card was that every channel scan recorded the data points for the
input channels simultaneously. Looking again at the four channel example above, this
meant that at the generic scan number N, the Nth data entries for channels 1 through 4
occurred at the same instant in time.
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Figure 41: The DAQ center was entirely contained within a 12” x 10” x 5” aluminum box.
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Figure 42: The Omega DAQP-208H PCMCIA card was used to collect experimental data.

Table 2: Six different input channel arrangements were used during different stages of experiments
to maximize the allowable scanning frequency.
Ch. Array Name

STD

SP1

SP2

SP3

SP4

SP5

(kHz)

12.5

25

50

50

100

33.333

Channel 0

ptank

ptank

ptank

ptank

ptank

(N/A)

Channel 1

Ttank

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

Channel 2

POSMOT

(N/A)

(N/A)

POSMOT

(N/A)

POSMOT

Channel 3

POSCCV

POSCCV

POSCCV

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

Channel 4

MIC1

MIC1

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

MIC1

Channel 5

MIC2

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

Channel 6

MIC3

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

Channel 7

MIC4

MIC4

(N/A)

(N/A)

(N/A)

MIC4

Sampling rate, fs
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It may be deduced from Table 2 that only the standard (STD), specialized #1
(SP1), and specialized #5 (SP5) channel arrays were used to study flow behavior in the
shock tube assembly since they all include microphone input collection. The SP1 array
was the major arrangement used to determine tube flow behavior with respect to the
particular behavior of the CCV position, and the behavior was studied again at a slightly
higher frequency using the SP5 array with emphasis on higher accuracy of the indicated
motor speed.

SP2, SP3, and SP4 arrays were used during the constant volume

experiments.
The final hardware component used in the DAQ system was the portable laptop
computer. The Dell Inspiron 2650 powered by a 1.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU and a
modest 512 MB of RAM was quite capable of handling acquisition and storage of the
incoming data stream. It should be noted that while it was possible to run experiments
using the main computer’s clock, the DAQ clock speeds were instead managed using the
DAQP-208H internal clock as recommended by Omega.
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion
Shock Tube Results
Based upon initial calibration of the microphone sensors, it was possible to infer a
huge amount of information about the transient fluid behavior within the tube during the
entire recorded test time. Figure 43 shows a typical example of a paired microphone
response plot over an entire test time of 0.10 seconds, and Table 3 provides a brief
summary of the associated behavioral regions. Referring to Figure 43, a “dead” or static
zone (A) is exhibited during the initial phase of the fluid behavior. During this time
period, the CCV clutch is disengaged, the CCV is in a fixed closed position, and the
major stimuli for the sensors are divided between weak frame vibrational energy and
electrical noise. The entire time of CCV clutch engagement, i.e., the time when the CCV
is actually turning, is shown as zone (B). This operational time zone exhibits 3 separate
phases within the tube. The first phase shows a strong frame vibration zone (D), which is
caused entirely by the friction experienced by the rotating ball within the CCV housing.
The second phase shows a strong unique pressure response zone (E), which is caused by
the sudden passage of the moving fluid that carries with it a region of stepped-up
pressure. Shock tube theory already discussed calls the ratio of this sudden pressure rise
P21. The third phase shows strong acoustic response zone (F), during which time all the
other wave structures associated with the tube flow behave according to rapidly changing
local acoustics. It should be noted that zone (F) is really the part of the fluid flow most
people are familiar with- it is simply air which is noisily leaking though a hole into room
air. Upon closing the CCV and disengaging the CCV clutch, sensors exhibit strong low
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frequency pressure response in zone (C). This behavior is clearly dominated by low
frequency pressure oscillations known as Helmholtz resonance. The moment the CCV
closes, air inside the single ended tube begins to drop in density as air further upstream
continues to move out.

The vacuum causes the air to reverse direction, and the

subsequent oscillation ensues. It is worth noting that this phenomenon is quite useful in
acquiring a frequency-based measurement of the local speed of sound which for a
(nearly) constant area tube of length L is given by

a = 2π Lf H .

Figure 43: An example of a dual-microphone sensor response during an injection process reveals at
least 5 distinct transient behavioral patterns.
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Table 3: The distinct transient behavioral patterns are easily categorized according to the
instantaneous CCV behavior and the corresponding dominant stimulus.
Sensor response
Zone

CCV behavior

(rel. freq.)

Dominant stimulus

(rel. amp.)

minor frame vibration & electrical
A
D

closed, not turning

high

low

noise

closed, turning

moderate

moderate

frame vibration (CCV friction)

high
B
E

open, turning

unique

(saturated)

fluid over-pressure (shock passage)

F

open, turning

high

high

fluid acoustics (rapid fluid passage)
fluid pressure (Helmholtz

closed, not turning

C

low

high

resonance)

The region of highest interest to the research was the unique fluid over-pressure
behavior of zone (E). Examining the trends in more detail (Figure 44) shows how it is
possible to determine the speed at which the potential starting shock moves through the
tube. For example, in the case shown, the time difference, ∆t, between instants of sensor
“recognition” of the high pressure zone behind the passing shock was found to be 0.76
milliseconds. Because the distance between the two sensors is known (in this case, ∆x =
10.500” or 0.875 ft), the velocity of the passing high pressure region was found to be
∆x/∆t = 1150 feet per second. The known ambient conditions of the test, in this case
Tamb = 77.5°, gave a known ambient speed of sound which was found to be 1136 feet per
second.

Recalling shock tube theory’s definition of the starting shock wave Mach

number,
MS =

w1
= W11 = β1 (1 + α1 P21 ) ,
a1
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the shock Mach number was found to be MS = 1.01.

Figure 44: A closer inspection of the microphone signals indicates the time lag (∆t) between the first
and second microphones’ indications of sudden pressure rise.

Theoretically, for the applied pressure ratios that ranged from 1.68 < rp < 5.76, the
corresponding shock Mach numbers should have ranged from 1.12 < MS < 1.44.
However, as shown in Figure 45 the experimentally measured values of “shock” Mach
numbers were found to be nearly sonic in every test (0.96 < MS < 1.07), indicating that
the actual fluid movement revealed by the sensors was not a shock wave but rather a
sonic pressure front.

This revelation was by no means a surprise, considering the

potential for high relative surface roughness within the ball and the turning angle
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experienced by the flow as it moved through the modified CCV ball. While perhaps not
obvious, there was a measurable benefit to such a condition, namely that the network of
oblique shocks required to lower the flow Mach number also reduced the net shock loss
experienced by the flow. In other words, rather than experiencing a single dramatic
normal starting shock and the high total pressure loss involved with such an event, the
existence of several oblique shocks and their associated low total pressure loss led to a
sonic pressure wave. This reduced-loss condition led to higher than anticipated mass
flow rates.

Figure 45: The measured Mach number of the supposed starting shock wave indicated that the
initial sudden pressure rise was actually caused by a Mach wave traveling sonically through the tube.
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Constant Pressure Results
Results for a typical series of constant pressure mass injection tests are provided
in the figures that follow. Each set was investigated over a range of pressure ratios and
CCV speeds according to a generic matrix shown in Table 4. The particular example set
shown is the 150-sample 4000 series (recorded as sample4201.txt through
sample4630.txt).

Table 4: A test matrix was used for each test series “x” in which the mass injection behavior as a
function of CCV speed and pressure ratios was systematically investigated.

CCV speed (RPM)

Second stage tank pressure (psig)
60

50

40

30

20

10

1075

x201-05

x206-10

x211-15

x216-20

x221-25

x226-30

995

x301-05

x306-10

x311-15

x316-20

x321-25

x326-30

975

x401-05

x406-10

x411-15

x416-20

x421-25

x426-30

940

x501-05

x506-10

x511-15

x516-20

x521-25

x526-30

860

x601-05

x606-10

x611-15

x616-20

x621-25

x626-30

Figure 46 through Figure 51 present the measured values of injected mass as a
function of CCV speed plotted in comparison to the theoretically expected trends based
upon choked flow theory and shock tube theory. The steady isentropic choked flow
theory serves as an upper bound while the irreversible behavior predicted by shock tube
theory serves as a lower bound. It is important to note that some minor variation in the
“fixed” pressure ratio is exhibited for all the test subsets which examined injection mass
as a function of CCV speed only. The main cause of the noted variation was the
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hysteresis effect evident in the second stage supply air regulator which required several
injection events to occur before opening to add more charge air to the tank.
Figure 52 through Figure 56 show the measured values of injection mass as a
function of constant pressure ratios, again comparing the data to the theoretical bounds
already discussed. It is important to note that the calculated likely error for the measured
injection mass was ±2.972%. Similar to the minor fluctuation in pressure ratios, the fixed
speed tests displayed some minor variation in CCV operating speeds. The main cause of
variation in the CCV speeds was the friction brake heat-fade effect which tended to
gradually reduce load resistance to the motor so that the motor speed increased gradually
with time.

Figure 46: Injected mass from all test samples xx01 through xx05 (ptank ≈ 60 psig).
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Figure 47: Injected mass from all test samples xx06 through xx10 (ptank ≈ 50 psig).

Figure 48: Injected mass from all test samples xx11 through xx15 (ptank ≈ 40 psig).
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Figure 49: Injected mass from all test samples xx16 through xx20 (ptank ≈ 30 psig).

Figure 50: Injected mass from all test samples xx21 through xx25 (ptank ≈ 20 psig).
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Figure 51: Injected mass from all test samples xx26 through xx30 (ptank ≈ 10 psig).

Figure 52: Injected mass from all test samples x201 through x230 (RPM ≈ 1075).
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Figure 53: Injected mass from all test samples x301 through x330 (RPM ≈ 995).

Figure 54: Injected mass from all test samples x401 through x430 (RPM ≈ 975).
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Figure 55: Injected mass from all test samples x501 through x530 (RPM ≈ 940).

Figure 56: Injected mass from all test samples x601 through x630 (RPM ≈ 860).
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Two important facts became evident from the collected data. First, qualitatively
speaking, when considered as a function of valve speed and inlet-to-exhaust pressure
ratio, the mass injected over a single CCV rotation behaved in a manner closely
resembling trends predicted by choked flow theory.

Second, a reduction in valve

performance is clearly present and appears to be functionally dominated by the operating
pressure ratio.
Data was collected and arranged using the Buckingham Pi theorem. By first
suggesting that the total injected mass was a function of operating pressure upstream and
downstream of the CCV as well as the CCV speed and open area, or
minj = f ( pa , paf , RPM , ACCV ) ,
terms were grouped (and in some cases modified or redefined) so that two pi terms
remained from the measurable quantities such that

Π1 = φ ( Π 2 )
where
Π1 =

minjω 2
paf I

, Π2 =

pa
= rp
paf

noting that
θf

I=

∫A
θ

CCV

i

 2π 
dθ m 2 − rad , ω = RPM 
 ( rad sec ) .
 60 

(

)

Integrating the open CCV area was solved numerically as a function of varying
choke nozzle diameters (the ball geometry remained unchanged), and the resulting 5th
order curve fit equation was used in subsequent code to quickly determine its value. In
early curve-fitting attempts, it was noted that a form of data spreading was occurring for
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larger values of П1 and П2 terms, so the injection mass carrying term was modified by
another angular speed term to produce
Π1

ω

= φ (Π2 ) ,

which correlated well to the pressure ratio term (Figure 57). A linear fit to the data
yielded
Π1

ω

= 1.702 E −5Π 2 − 4.684 E −6 ,

and demonstrated a goodness of fit of R2 = 0.9969.

Figure 57: The modified injection mass pi term was highly correlated to the inter-CCV pressure
ratio.
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Constant Volume Results
The constant volume experiments offered an opportunity to determine the
instantaneous mass flow rate through the CCV as high pressure air was injected from one
fixed volume Vlo into another fixed volume, Vhi. Data subsets were compiled using a
subset test matrix such as the one presented in Table 5. The subsets were then collected
and used to determine the quasi-steady applicability of the results from the constant
pressure tests.

Table 5: A test matrix was used for each constant volume test series “xx” in which instantaneous
mass flow rate as a function of CCV speed, initial pressure ratios, and volume ratios was
systematically investigated.
Vhi = X cc

CCV speed (RPM)

Vlo = Y cc

High pressure (low volume) tank pressure (psig)

60

50

40

30

20

10

1112

xx01-02

xx11-12

xx21-22

xx31-32

xx41-42

xx51-52

1034

xx03-04

xx13-14

xx23-24

xx33-34

xx43-44

xx53-54

995

xx05-06

xx15-16

xx25-26

xx35-36

xx45-46

xx55-56

985

xx07-08

xx17-18

xx27-28

xx37-38

xx47-48

xx57-58

933

xx09-10

xx19-20

xx29-30

xx39-40

xx49-50

xx59-60

Simply plotting the data points gathered from one such test against theoretically
determined values of transient pressure within the vessel (Figure 58) allowed an
opportunity to determine in a qualitative sense the basic differences between a real CCV
and one theoretically reversible CCV portrayed by choked flow theory. One difference,
more quasi-steady in its general behavior, was the clear reduction in full-open pressure
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drop over an incremental time period, ∆t. In other words, the reduction in the time rate of
change of pressure between the experimental data and theoretical predictions indicate a
(constant) fractional drop in deliverable mass through the CCV over a select ∆t. The
second difference, more transient in nature, appears to be rooted in the inertial effect of
the fluid upon opening of the CCV. This more gradual rise to fully quasi-steady fluid
movement is addressed in the literature [31], and was able to be modeled using an
exponential operator.

Figure 58: High frequency pressure transducer data was the primary source of experimental data
during the constant volume experiments.

According to the earlier constant pressure tests, the total CCV mass flow for a
single revolution correlated quite well with the pressure ratio, rp.
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Applying this

knowledge to the quasi-steady behavior of the CCV while addressing the need to
exponentially increase from no-flow to full-flow within a particular time, resulted in the
following instantaneous mass flow rate function:
mɺ i ≈

∆m
= zf ( mɺ i ,CF )
∆t

where

(

)

z = 1 − et τ , τ = max[tS 1, RFL , t R1, RFL ]
and the time the CCV has been open is given as t. Based upon results from test samples,
the function, f, acts as a dynamic (transient) discharge coefficient given by
f = aΠ b2ω c , a = 0.0043, b = 0.65, c = 1.00 .
Examples of the application of the empirical form are shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60.

Figure 59: Experimental, theoretical, and empirical dimensionless results demonstrate the capability
of the method to predict CCV injection behavior.
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Figure 60: Lower values of total pressure ratios were equally well suited for the empirical equation
because the form still used the choked flow notion of minimum area, A*.

While perhaps not obvious, it is important to address the implications of the shaft
speed term, ω, in the empirical formula for instantaneous mass flow rate. It would seem
that based upon the formula, discharge coefficients could conceivably go above what is
theoretically possible by simply increasing the CCV shaft speed. This is not the case,
however, because the transient term, z, becomes more dominant with increasing speed in
such a way that the discharge coefficient never reaches its full quasi-steady potential over
the duration of time that the CCV is open. Thus, the dominating physics for the high
speed case are transient and inertial, while the dominating physics in the low speed case
are quasi-steady and viscous.
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Quasi-Steady 1-D CIBAI Simulation Code Results
A simulation code was written in Matlab and used to determine some of the
general operating limits of a CIBAI engine. Particular emphasis was placed on the speed
limit of such an engine. A code test matrix is shown below in Table 6, where the engine
used was built on a pair of 30cc piston cylinder units attached head to head. The air-only
side was set to a compression ratio of 30, and the air-fuel side was kept at a “stock”
compression ratio of 8. The tendency of the peak temperature to drop with an increase in
engine speed is a result primarily of the lack of time necessary to deliver enough energy
into the air-fuel side to approach autoignition temperature range.

Table 6: Test results for a quasi-steady engine operating with fixed gear CCV may be capable of a
tight range of potential auto ignition times.
Speed

Taf,max

CATmax

(RPM)

(K)

(°BTDC)

1800

807.31

3.05

2400

811.22

2.65

3000

817.22

2.25

3600

822.07

1.7

4200

824.44

1.05

4800

824.96

0.6

5400

824.34

0.25

Figure 61 shows the fixed geometric evolution of the CCV, and the simultaneous
intakes and exhaust for the two cylinders. Figure 62 shows the resulting pressure trend as
the engine is operated at a speed of 6600 RPM. The high compression ratio air-only side
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should produce as much as 116 atmospheres of pressure at TDC, but because of the
opened CCV, the peak is around 70 atmospheres instead.

Figure 63 shows the

temperature traces over the selected 3-cycle window, where it can be noted that the peak
temperatures seem to still approach the range of autoignition condition. Figure 64 shows
the mass as it moves into both cylinders during the induction stroke, then between the
cylinders by way of the CCV near TDC, then finally exhausting after the power stroke.
Figure 65 shows a trace of the total energy held within each cylinder. It is worth noting
the rapidity with which the energy shifts into the air-fuel cylinder from the air-only side.

Figure 61: The fixed geometric behavior of the CCV, intake, and exhaust valves over 3 full cycles.
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Figure 62: The pressure trends over 3 full cycles (6600 RPM).

Figure 63: The temperature trends over 3 full cycles (6600 RPM).
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Figure 64: The mass trends over 3 full cycles (6600 RPM).

Figure 65: The energy trends over 3 full cycles (6600 RPM).
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Two potential geometric configurations were also considered based on available
specifications for two different commercially available engines. One configuration was
modeled based on paired 30cc engines, and the other was modeled based on paired 70cc
engines. Figure 66 shows the 1-D code results for a paired set of 30cc engines mounted
head to head, and Figure 67 shows results for the similar case using pared 70cc engines.
In each case, a CCV inlet and exhaust channel length of four CCV ball diameters was
used. These distances, in conjunction with the position of the air only and air fuel pistons
at the moment of CCV opening, were used to determine the instantaneous shock-loss
time lengths, L1 and L4. Potential autoignition within the air-fuel cylinder was indicated
once the cylinder temperature exceeded 825 K.
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CAo = 16.5°BTDC
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Figure 66: Potential autoignition for the paired set of 30cc engines in a CIBAI configuration.
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Figure 67: Potential autoignition for the paired set of 70cc engines in a CIBAI configuration.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
The majority of this work faced the need to design, build, and test a valve for the
purpose of application in a CIBAI engine. In light of these aims, the work was a success.
The rotary ball valve design of the CCV tested offered many distinct advantages over a
simple straight-hole ball valve, including the increased flexibility in outlet temporal
evolution, the absence of “dead” volume that would be encountered with a straight-hole
design, and the basic simplicity of single-opening-per-revolution operation. The finished
CCV was successful in sealing against relatively high pressures (> 120 psia) while
simultaneously being capable of rapid acceleration through a single revolution within a
few milliseconds without significant friction or loss of speed (930 < RPM < 1130).
Testing of the CCV proved enlightening in many different respects.

High

frequency acoustic and wave data proved indispensable in describing the rapid transient
behavior of gas subjected to CCV ball operation, specifically locating the onset of Mach
waves, intense acoustic wave packets, and even residual Helmholtz resonance within the
tube. It was also especially useful in determining the overall applicability of shock tube
theory to the transient gas dynamic behavior, proving in particular that the “rough” nature
and turning angle of the ball prevented the passage of significant normal shock waves
through the system.

Further evaluation of the gas flow in terms of overall mass

throughput per cycle demonstrated the average loss of the CCV when compared to ideal
gas dynamic models such as choked compressible flow. Additional constant volume
experiments proved extremely useful in the application of the experimentally derived
mass flow modifications to rapidly changing closed systems which better simulate engine
cylinders.
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Finally, the re-introduction of an empirical CCV mass flow rate model, namely
mɺ emp = zfmɺ ideal ,
where

(

z = 1− e

tτ

),

p 
f = 0.0043 ω  hi 
 plo 

0.65

,

into specialized 1-D quasi-steady model showed some likely ranges of successful cyclic
autoignition capabilities in an actual CIBAI engine. Use of commercially available 30cc
engines coupled head-to-head in a CIBAI arrangement operating at no load between 1500
and 4250 RPM can be facilitated at initial CCV opening crank angle positions between
27.3 and 5.7 °BTDC. Larger displacement arrangements, such as the 70cc version tested
demonstrated a reduction in CCV opening position range with values between 23.7 and
7.5 degrees °BTDC. It was also apparent that particular initial injection timing plays a
critical role in the variation of potential autoignition times with respect to engine speed.
For example, using the 30cc-based model operating from 1500 to 4250 RPM, beginning
injection at 23.7 °BTDC showed an indicated autoignition time range of 10.8 to 9.3
°BTDC. Keeping all other conditions the same and adjusting the beginning injection
time to 9.3 °BTDC demonstrated a much wider indicated autoignition time range of 4.25
to -1.55 °BTDC.
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Chapter 8: Recommendations
It is the hope and intent of the researcher that the information contained in this
work is extended to future work realizing the CIBAI engine. Based on the heat, sealing
and friction demands that will be applied to an actual CIBAI CCV, it seems most likely
that the successful design must incorporate major components made of a high grade
modern ceramic material. Although the modified ball type design has shown that it can
be used effectively in a CIBAI design, perhaps a seated thimble shaped design that could
allow a more gentle turn through the CCV would alleviate some mass flow rate reduction
that no doubt corresponded to the sharp turn angle of the CCV tested. One additional
option might be to use a spring and cam mechanism to apply pressure to the seated valve
body, and then release pressure on the body when it is in the open position thus reducing
overall friction and wear.
Potential future research exists in the notion of a combustion bomb study in which
even a low temperature CCV such as the one used in this work could be used on a
“disposable seal” type basis. The components used for the herein contained research to
cause the single rapid injection event might even be reused for this purpose in the future.
It would seem that the results of such single-injection combustion bomb research would
be able to firmly establish the required chemical and thermal unknowns such as fuel
types, stoichiometries, and transient thermal effects on CCV behavior.
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Appendix A: Source Code Used
Quasi-Steady Main Program and Associated Subroutines
MAIN
clear all;
for BIGLOOP=1:1:3
Tmax=0;
time_Tmax=0;
% Input mathematic constants
lconv=0.3048/12;
Vconv=1e-6;
% Input ambient air constants
R=287;
gamma_amb=1.4;
k=1.4;
Cp=R*k/(k-1);
Cv=R/(k-1);
pamb=101325;
Tamb=288;
rhoamb=pamb/(R*Tamb);
% Input engine coolant temperature
Tw=(200+460)*(5/9);
% Input A cylinder geometries
bore_a=(1)*lconv;
conrod_a=(2.5)*lconv;
Vdisp_a=(30)*Vconv;
stroke_a=4*Vdisp_a/(pi*bore_a^2);
lmax_a=conrod_a+stroke_a/2;
CR_a=30;
Vtdc_a=Vdisp_a/(CR_a-1);
Vbdc_a=Vtdc_a*CR_a;
% Input A-F cylinder geometries
bore_af=(1)*lconv;
conrod_af=(2.5)*lconv;
Vdisp_af=(30)*Vconv;
stroke_af=4*Vdisp_af/(pi*bore_af^2);
lmax_af=conrod_af+stroke_af/2;
CR_af=8;
Vtdc_af=Vdisp_af/(CR_af-1);
Vbdc_af=Vtdc_af*CR_af;
% Set number of cycles and resolution
N=3;
dCA=10;
% Input engine operating speed
RPM=5400+(BIGLOOP-1)*600;
RPS=RPM/60;
RPM_ccv=RPM/2;
w=RPM_ccv*pi/30;
Sp_a=2*stroke_a*RPM/60;
Sp_af=2*stroke_af*RPM/60;
% Calculate time increment and create time vector
dt=1/(RPS*dCA*360);
t=(1:1:N*720*dCA)*dt;
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% Set CA limits of operation for valves and max valve areas
n_bdc_1=180*dCA;
n_bdc_2=540*dCA;
n_tdc_1=360*dCA;
n_tdc_2=720*dCA;
n_inex_open=15*dCA;
D_i_af=0.015;
A_i_af_max=pi*(D_i_af)^2/4;
D_i_a=0.015;
A_i_a_max=pi*(D_i_a)^2/4;
D_e_af=0.015;
A_e_af_max=pi*(D_e_af)^2/4;
D_e_a=0.015;
A_e_a_max=pi*(D_e_a)^2/4;
% Set cylinder volumes as a funtion of CA
for i=1:1:N*720*dCA
CA_deg(i)=(i-1)/dCA;
CA(i)=(CA_deg(i)*pi/180);
ladj_a=conrod_a*cos(asin(stroke_a*sin(CA(i))/(2*conrod_a)));
h_a(i)=lmax_a-(ladj_a+stroke_a*cos(CA(i))/2);
ladj_af=conrod_af*cos(asin(stroke_af*sin(CA(i))/(2*conrod_af)));
h_af(i)=lmax_af-(ladj_af+stroke_af*cos(CA(i))/2);
Va(i)=Vtdc_a+h_a(i)*pi*bore_a^2/4;
Vaf(i)=Vtdc_af+h_af(i)*pi*bore_af^2/4;
AWalla(i)=Va(i)/(pi*bore_a);
AWallaf(i)=Vaf(i)/(pi*bore_af);
end
% Set "af" intake valve area as a function of CA
for i=1:1:n_inex_open
A_i_af(i)=(i-1)*A_i_af_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_inex_open+1):1:(n_bdc_1-n_inex_open)
A_i_af(i)=A_i_af_max;
end
for i=(n_bdc_1-n_inex_open+1):1:n_bdc_1
A_i_af(i)=(n_bdc_1-i)*A_i_af_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_bdc_1+1):1:N*720*dCA
A_i_af(i)=0;
end
% Set "a" intake valve area as a function of CA
for i=1:1:n_inex_open
A_i_a(i)=(i-1)*A_i_a_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_inex_open+1):1:(n_bdc_1-n_inex_open)
A_i_a(i)=A_i_a_max;
end
for i=(n_bdc_1-n_inex_open+1):1:n_bdc_1
A_i_a(i)=(n_bdc_1-i)*A_i_a_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_bdc_1+1):1:N*720*dCA
A_i_a(i)=0;
end
% Set "af" exhaust valve area as a function of CA
for i=1:1:n_bdc_2
A_e_af(i)=0;
end
for i=(n_bdc_2+1):1:(n_bdc_2+1+n_inex_open)
A_e_af(i)=(i-(n_bdc_2+1))*A_e_af_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_bdc_2+2+n_inex_open):1:(n_tdc_2-n_inex_open)
A_e_af(i)=A_e_af_max;
end
for i=(n_tdc_2-n_inex_open+1):1:n_tdc_2
A_e_af(i)=(n_tdc_2-i)*A_e_af_max/n_inex_open;
end
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% Set "a" exhaust valve area as a function of CA
for i=1:1:n_bdc_2
A_e_a(i)=0;
end
for i=(n_bdc_2+1):1:(n_bdc_2+1+n_inex_open)
A_e_a(i)=(i-(n_bdc_2+1))*A_e_a_max/n_inex_open;
end
for i=(n_bdc_2+2+n_inex_open):1:(n_tdc_2-n_inex_open)
A_e_a(i)=A_e_a_max;
end
for i=(n_tdc_2-n_inex_open+1):1:n_tdc_2
A_e_a(i)=(n_tdc_2-i)*A_e_a_max/n_inex_open;
end
% Set CCV valve area as a function of CA
alphaC_0=-0.25*pi;
D_nozzle_eng=0.355;
A_ccv=ACCV4S(D_nozzle_eng,RPM_ccv,dCA,alphaC_0);
% Set up timer for CCV transient delay function
timersw=1;
for i=1:720*dCA
if A_ccv(i)>0;
if timersw==1;
nVopen=i;
timersw=0;
end
tVopen(i)=(i-nVopen)*dt;
else
tVopen(i)=0;
end
end

% Loop additional times to store valve geometries
for j=1:1:N
for i=1:1:720*dCA
A_i_a((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=A_i_a(i);
A_i_af((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=A_i_af(i);
A_e_a((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=A_e_a(i);
A_e_af((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=A_e_af(i);
A_ccv((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=A_ccv(i);
tVopen((j-1)*720*dCA+i)=tVopen(i);
end
end
% Set initial values in the cylinders (starting at the beginning of the
% induction stroke)
pa(1)=pamb;
paf(1)=pamb;
Ta(1)=Tamb;
Taf(1)=Tamb;
rhoa(1)=rhoamb;
rhoaf(1)=rhoamb;
ma(1)=Va(1)*rhoamb;
maf(1)=Vaf(1)*rhoamb;
Ea(1)=ma(1)*Cp*Tamb;
Eaf(1)=maf(1)*Cp*Tamb;
tn=10;
% Begin BIG loop
for i=2:1:N*720*dCA
% Solve for the instantaneous geometry related to the transient
% function
if tVopen(i)>0
if tVopen(i-1)==0
L1=40*D_nozzle_eng*0.3048/12+4*Vaf(i)/pi*bore_a^2;
L4=40*D_nozzle_eng*0.3048/12+4*Va(i)/pi*bore_af^2;
tn = TAU(paf(i-1),pa(i-1),L1,L4,k,R,Taf(i-1),Ta(i-1));
end
else
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end
% Solve for behavior at the CCV
[dmccv(i-1),f(i-1),z(i-1)]=DMemp4S(R,k,A_ccv(i-1),pa(i-1),paf(i-1),Ta(i-1),Taf(i-1),2*dt,w,tVopen(i),tn);
dEccv(i-1)=DE(dmccv(i-1),Cp,Ta(i-1),Taf(i-1));
% Solve for behavior at the air-only intake valve
dmia(i-1)=DM(R,k,A_i_a(i-1),pamb,pa(i-1),Tamb,Ta(i-1),dt);
dEia(i-1)=DE(dmia(i-1),Cp,Tamb,Ta(i-1));
% Solve for behavior at the air-only exhaust valve
dmea(i-1)=DM(R,k,A_e_a(i-1),pa(i-1),pamb,Ta(i-1),Tamb,dt);
dEea(i-1)=DE(dmea(i-1),Cp,Ta(i-1),Tamb);
% Solve for behavior at the air-only exhaust valve
dmiaf(i-1)=DM(R,k,A_i_af(i-1),pamb,paf(i-1),Tamb,Taf(i-1),dt);
dEiaf(i-1)=DE(dmiaf(i-1),Cp,Tamb,Taf(i-1));
% Solve for behavior at the air-fuel exhaust valve
dmeaf(i-1)=DM(R,k,A_e_af(i-1),paf(i-1),pamb,Taf(i-1),Tamb,dt);
dEeaf(i-1)=DE(dmeaf(i-1),Cp,Taf(i-1),Tamb);
% Solve for the work energy terms
Wa(i-1)=pa(i-1)*(Va(i)-Va(i-1));
Waf(i-1)=paf(i-1)*(Vaf(i)-Vaf(i-1));
% Solve for wall heat loss
hca(i-1)=3.26*bore_a^-0.2*pa(i-1)^0.8*Ta(i-1)^-0.55*(2.28*Sp_a)^0.8;
Qa(i-1)=hca(i-1)*AWalla(i-1)*(Ta(i-1)-Tw)*dt;
hcaf(i-1)=3.26*bore_af^-0.2*paf(i-1)^0.8*Taf(i-1)^-0.55*(2.28*Sp_af)^0.8;
Qaf(i-1)=hcaf(i-1)*AWallaf(i-1)*(Taf(i-1)-Tw)*dt;
% Solve for new mass and energy totals
ma(i)=ma(i-1)+dmia(i-1)-dmea(i-1)-dmccv(i-1);
Ea(i)=Ea(i-1)+dEia(i-1)-dEea(i-1)-dEccv(i-1)-Wa(i-1)-Qa(i-1);
if ma(i)==ma(i-1)
rhoa(i)=ma(i)/Va(i);
pa(i)=pa(i-1)*(rhoa(i)/rhoa(i-1))^k;
Ta(i)=Ta(i-1)*(rhoa(i)/rhoa(i-1))^(k-1);
Ea(i)=ma(i)*Cp*Ta(i-1)-Qa(i-1);
else
rhoa(i)=ma(i)/Va(i);
Ta(i)=Ea(i)/(ma(i)*Cp);
pa(i)=rhoa(i)*R*Ta(i);
end
maf(i)=maf(i-1)+dmiaf(i-1)-dmeaf(i-1)+dmccv(i-1);
Eaf(i)=Eaf(i-1)+dEiaf(i-1)-dEeaf(i-1)+dEccv(i-1)-Wa(i-1)-Qaf(i-1);
if maf(i)==maf(i-1)
rhoaf(i)=maf(i)/Vaf(i);
paf(i)=paf(i-1)*(rhoaf(i)/rhoaf(i-1))^k;
Taf(i)=Taf(i-1)*(rhoaf(i)/rhoaf(i-1))^(k-1);
Eaf(i)=maf(i)*Cp*Taf(i-1)-Qaf(i-1);
else
rhoaf(i)=maf(i)/Vaf(i);
Taf(i)=Eaf(i)/(maf(i)*Cp);
paf(i)=rhoaf(i)*R*Taf(i);
end
if Taf(i)==max(Taf);
Tmax=Taf(i);
time_Tmax=i*dt;
CA_Tmax=CA(i);
end
end
Matrix(BIGLOOP,1)=Tmax;
Matrix(BIGLOOP,2)=time_Tmax;
Matrix(BIGLOOP,3)=CA_Tmax*180/pi;
Matrix(BIGLOOP,4)=RPM;
end
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MODIFIED MASS FLOW RATE
function [dm,f,z]=DMemp4S(R,k,A,p1,p2,T1,T2,dt,w,t,tn)
% This function returns an increase in mass for p1 > p2
dtccv=dt;
rP_choke=((k+1)/2)^(k/(k-1));
B=sqrt((k/R)*(2/(k+1))^((k+1)/(k-1)));
z=(1-exp(-t/tn));
a=0.0043;
b=0.65;
c=1.00;
if p1>p2
rP=p1/p2;
f=a*rP^b*w^c;
if f>1
f=1;
end
if rP<rP_choke
M=sqrt((2/(k-1))*(rP^((k-1)/k)-1));
A_star=A/sqrt((1/M^2)*((2/(k+1))*(1+(k-1)*M^2/2))^((k+1)/(k-1)));
else
M=1;
A_star=A;
end
dm=z*f*dtccv*p1*A_star*B/sqrt(T1);
if A==0
M=0;
end
elseif p2>p1
rP=p2/p1;
f=a*rP^b*w^c;
if f>1
f=1;
end
if rP<rP_choke
M=sqrt((2/(k-1))*(rP^((k-1)/k)-1));
A_star=A/sqrt((1/M^2)*((2/(k+1))*(1+(k-1)*M^2/2))^((k+1)/(k-1)));
else
M=1;
A_star=A;
end
dm=-z*f*dtccv*p1*A_star*B/sqrt(T1);
if A==0
M=0;
end
else
M=0;
A_star=0;
dm=0;
f=0;
end
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ENERGY FLOW RATE
function [dE]=DE(dm,cp,T1,T2)
% This function returns an increase in energy for dm > 0
if(dm>0)
dE=dm*cp*T1;
elseif(dm<0)
dE=dm*cp*T2;
else
dE=0;
end

TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT
function [t] = TAU(p1,p4,L1,L4,k,R,T1,T4);
P41= p4/p1;
P14=1/P41;
a=(k+1)/(k-1);
b=(k-1)/(2*k);
% Begin Jacobian iteration sequence to solve for P12
%Input tolerance for successful P12 convergence & necessary initial quantities
Err=1;
TOL=0.000001;
P21_old=1;
count=0;
while(Err>TOL)
P21=1-((P14*P21_old)^b-1)*sqrt((a*P21_old+1)/b);
Err=abs(P21-P21_old)/abs(P21);
P21_old=P21;
count=count+1;
end
P12=1/P21;
P34=P14*P21;
as1=sqrt(k*R*T1);
as4=sqrt(k*R*T4);
Ms=sqrt(b*(1+a*P21));
if Ms>1.1
Ms=1.1;
end
t_S1_RFL=L1/(Ms*as1);
t_R1_RFL=(L4/as4)*(1/(2*P34^(1/7)-1)^3+(6*P34^(2/7)*(1-P34^(1/7))^2)/((2*P34^(1/7)-1)^5));
t=max([t_S1_RFL t_R1_RFL]);
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CCV AREA EVOLUTION
function [A_total]=ACCV4S(D,RPM_ccv,dCA,alphaC_0);
RPS_ccv=RPM_ccv/60;
rh_eng=7/32;
rb_eng=3/16;
Rb_eng=3/8;
rh=rh_eng*0.3048/12;
rb=rb_eng*0.3048/12;
Rb=Rb_eng*0.3048/12;
beta_C=pi;
beta_L=beta_C-asin(rh/Rb);
beta_T=beta_C+asin(rh/Rb);

% Input nozzle geometry
D_nozzle_eng=D;
D_nozzle=D_nozzle_eng*0.3048/12;
A_nozzle=pi*D_nozzle^2/4;
theta_inc=pi/(360*dCA);

% Proceed with area evolution loop
for i=1:1:720*dCA
alpha_C(i)=alphaC_0+(i-1)*(theta_inc);
alpha_L=alpha_C(i)+asin(rb/Rb);
alpha_T=alpha_C(i)-asin(rb/Rb);
if(alpha_L<=beta_L)
A_total(i)=0;
phi_h(i)=0;
phi_b(i)=0;
elseif(alpha_T>=beta_T)
A_total(i)=0;
phi_h(i)=0;
phi_b(i)=0;
else
if(alpha_C(i)<=beta_C)
if(alpha_T>=beta_L)
A_total(i)=pi*rb^2;
phi_h(i)=0;
phi_b(i)=pi;
else
A=alpha_L-alpha_C(i);
C=beta_C-alpha_C(i);
D=pi/2-C;
E=(alpha_L-beta_L)/2;
F=E-(alpha_L-beta_C);
G=pi/2-F;
H=G-D;
I=pi-G;
J=E-F;
L_c=Rb*(sin(A)/cos(H))-Rb*(sin(J)/cos(I-pi/2));
x=(rh^2-rb^2+L_c^2)/(2*L_c);
phi_h(i)=acos(x/rh);
phi_b(i)=acos((L_c-x)/rb);
A_total(i)=rb^2*(phi_b(i)-cos(phi_b(i))*sin(phi_b(i)))+rh^2*(phi_h(i)-cos(phi_h(i))*sin(phi_h(i)));
end
else
if(alpha_L<=beta_T)
A_total(i)=pi*rb^2;
phi_h(i)=0;
phi_b(i)=pi;
else
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A=alpha_C(i)-alpha_T;
C=alpha_C(i)-beta_C;
D=pi/2-C;
E=(beta_T-alpha_T)/2;
F=E-(beta_C-alpha_T);
G=pi/2-F;
H=G-D;
I=pi-G;
J=E-F;
L_c=Rb*(sin(A)/cos(H))-Rb*(sin(J)/cos(I-pi/2));
x=(rh^2-rb^2+L_c^2)/(2*L_c);
phi_h(i)=acos(x/rh);
phi_b(i)=acos((L_c-x)/rb);
A_total(i)=rb^2*(phi_b(i)-cos(phi_b(i))*sin(phi_b(i)))+rh^2*(phi_h(i)-cos(phi_h(i))*sin(phi_h(i)));
end
end
end
A_total(i)=real(A_total(i));
phi_h(i)=real(phi_h(i));
phi_b(i)=real(phi_b(i));
if(A_total(i)>A_nozzle)
A_total(i)=A_nozzle;
end
if alpha_C(i)>2*pi
A_total(i)=0;
end
if A_total(i)>0
if A_total(i)==A_nozzle
Dhccv(i)=D_nozzle;
Pccv(i)=pi*D_nozzle;
else
Pccv(i)=2*phi_h(i)*rh+2*phi_b(i)*rb;
Dhccv(i)=4*A_total(i)/Pccv(i);
end
else
Pccv(i)=0;
Dhccv(i)=0;
end
end
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Omega DAQP-208H C++ Data Acquisition Control Code
The following code was written for use with Microsoft Visual C++ to control data
acquisition through the Omega DAQP-208H PCMCIA data acquisition system.
/****************************************************************************
A/D Example 5:
This is a Win32 console application program which inputs data from A/D
channels 0 to 4, each set to gain of 1, and displays the data on the screen.
The application takes 200 scans (1000 samples). The scan rate is set to
8 kHz, which is equal 40,000 samples/second:
(5 samples/scan * 8,000 scans/second = 40,000 samples/second)
This example also utilizes monitoring DAQDRIVE events with a
DAQDRIVE Event Notification procedure.
Compiler Notes:
Create a Win32 Console Application project and add the following files
to the project: AD_EXAM5.C and DDRIVE32.LIB. The project files for MS
Visual C++ 4.0 are provided.
To run this example, a driver configuration file (*.DAT) must be specified
and have the base address and IRQ level configured correctly. Use the
DAQDRIVE Configuration Utility to edit the configuration file.
The device type, configuration file, and dll file names are all defined in
the file DAQBOARD.H, which is included in this project. You must edit
DAQBOARD.H to include the correct names for your hardware.
VERY IMPORTANT!!:
This application MUST be compiled using structure member alignment set to
4 bytes. To select 4 byte aligned structures, modify the project settings
and set the structure member alignment field to 4 bytes in the C/C++ code
generation configuration. Read the section "Creating Windows Applications"
in the DAQDRIVE manual for more information.
****************************************************************************/
// Standard C header files
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
// DAQDRIVE header files
#include "userdata.h"
#include "daqdrive.h"
#include "daqopenw.h"
#include "daqboard.h"
#pragma comment(lib,"Ddrv32bc.lib");
#pragma comment(lib, "Ddrive32.lib");
// Define data acquisition parameters
#define nchan 1
//defines the number of A/D channels used (NOTE: You must also change number of convert_data entries- see
step 11)
#define chan_strt 0
#define scans 60000
// defines number of scans per channel
#define rate 15000
// defines sampling rate

// DAQDRIVE Notification Procedure prototype
void far pascal my_event_procedure(unsigned short, unsigned short, unsigned short);
void error_handler(unsigned short, unsigned short, unsigned short, struct allocate_request);
/****************************************************************************
main()
****************************************************************************/
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unsigned short main(void)
{
FILE * pFile;
// All memory accessed by DAQDRIVE during interrupt service routines must be //
// allocated by DAQAllocateRequest, which dynamically allocates and locks the //
// memory for the DAQDRIVE structures and variables.
//
// Create null pointers for the data structures returned by DaqAllocateRequest
struct DAQDRIVE_buffer *my_data;
// null pointers for daqdrive_buffer structure
struct ADC_request *user_request; // null pointer for user_request structure
signed short
*input_data; // null pointer to short for user buffers
unsigned short
*channel_array; // null pointer for A/D channel array
float
*gain_array; // null pointer for A/D gain array
// Structures and variables not used within the DAQDRIVE interrupt service routine
struct allocate_request memory_request; // used to dynamically allocate structures and buffers
struct sigcon_request conv_request; // structure used to convert results to "real world" units
double
*convert_data;
unsigned short
logical_device = 0; // DAQDRIVE device ID
unsigned short
request_handle = 0; // DAQDRIVE device handle
unsigned short
status;
// DAQDRIVE status
unsigned short
i,j;
unsigned long
event_mask;
float
daqdrive_version; // DAQDRIVE version
float
software_version; // hardware driver version
float
firmware_version; // hardware firmware version
// har
kb_char;
unsigned short output_channel;
short
output_value;
//short DA_square[scans];

memory_request.memory_handle = 0; // initialize for error handling procedure

/****************************************************************************
Step 1: Initialize hardware
****************************************************************************/
// *** The device type, configuration file, and dll file names are all defined *** //
// *** in the file DAQBOARD.H, which is included in this project. You must *** //
// *** edit DAQBOARD.H to include the correct names for your hardware.
*** //
logical_device = 0;
status = DaqOpenDevice(DLL_name, &logical_device, device_type, config_file);
if (status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nError opening device. Status code = %d.\n", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
// get version info for DAQDRIVE and hardware driver
status = DaqVersionNumber(logical_device, &daqdrive_version, &software_version, &firmware_version);
if (status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nError requesting Daqdrive version info. Status code = %d.\n", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
printf("The following software versions were reported:\n\tDAQDRIVE
%v%.2f \n\tHardware Driver v%.2f \n\n",
daqdrive_version, software_version);

/*******************************************************************************
Step 2: Prepare buffer structures
*******************************************************************************/
// Configure the allocate request structure
memory_request.request_type
= ADC_TYPE_REQUEST;
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memory_request.channel_array_length = nchan;
memory_request.number_of_buffers = 1;
memory_request.buffer_size
= nchan * scans * sizeof(float); //size of data buffer in bytes
memory_request.buffer_attributes = SEQUENTIAL_BUFFER;
// Allocate memory for the DAQDRIVE structures and buffers
status = DaqAllocateRequest(logical_device, &memory_request);
if (status != 0)
{
printf("Error allocating memory for request structures. Status code = &d.\n", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
//set ADC_request structure pointer to memory allocated by DaqAllocateRequest
user_request = (struct ADC_request *)memory_request.memory_pointer;
// set pointer to channel list in user request structure
channel_array = user_request->channel_array_ptr;
// set pointer to gain list in user request structure
gain_array = user_request->gain_array_ptr;
// set pointer to DAQDRIVE buffer structure in ADC request structure
my_data = user_request->ADC_buffer;
my_data->buffer_length = nchan * scans; //length of data buffer in samples
my_data->buffer_status = BUFFER_EMPTY; //indicates buffer ready for data
// set pointer to the input data buffer in the DAQDRIVE buffer structure
input_data = my_data->data_buffer;

/*******************************************************************************
Step 3: Prepare the A/D request structure
*******************************************************************************/
user_request->IO_mode
= BACKGROUND_IRQ;
// Software trigger
user_request->trigger_source = INTERNAL_TRIGGER;
user_request->trigger_mode = CONTINUOUS_TRIGGER;
// Use on-board pacer clock
user_request->clock_source = INTERNAL_CLOCK;
user_request->sample_rate
= rate;
//times per second sampled
user_request->number_of_scans = scans;
// times channel array scanned
user_request->scan_event_level = 0;
//generate event every 50 scans
user_request->calibration
= NO_CALIBRATION;
user_request->timeout_interval = 0;
// Disable time-out
user_request->request_status = 0;
// Initial status
// Fill the channel and gain arrays with values
// Uncomment the following for STD CH ARRAY
/*for (i=0; i<nchan; i++)
{
gain_array[i] = 1.0F; //initialize the gains on all channels to 1
channel_array[i] = chan_strt+i; //select channels chan_strt through nchan-1
} */
//Uncomment the following for SP1 CH ARRAY
/*for (i=0; i<nchan; i++)
{
gain_array[i]=1.0F;
}
channel_array[0]=0;
channel_array[1]=2;
channel_array[2]=4;
channel_array[3]=7;*/

// Uncomment the following for SP2 CH ARRAY
/* for (i=0; i<nchan; i++)
{
gain_array[i]=1.0F;
}
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channel_array[0]=0;
channel_array[1]=3;*/
// Uncomment the following for SP3 CH ARRAY
/*for (i=0; i<nchan; i++)
{
gain_array[i]=1.0F;
}
channel_array[0]=0;
channel_array[1]=2;*/
// Uncomment the following for SP4 CH ARRAY
channel_array[0]=0;
gain_array[0]=1.0F;
// Uncomment the following for SP5 CH ARRAY
/* for (i=0; i<nchan; i++)
{
gain_array[i]=1.0F;
}
channel_array[0]=2;
channel_array[1]=4;
channel_array[2]=7;*/

/*******************************************************************************
Step 4: Send request to DAQDRIVE for analog input
*******************************************************************************/
request_handle = 0;
// New request
status = DaqAnalogInput( logical_device, user_request, &request_handle );
if (status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nA/D request error. Status code = %d.", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
/**********************************************************************
Step 5: Configure DAQDRIVE Notification procedure
**********************************************************************/
event_mask = TRIGGER_EVENT | BUFFER_FULL_EVENT | SCAN_EVENT;
// Defines the procedure that DAQDRIVE will execute each time an event occurs
status = DaqNotifyEvent(request_handle, my_event_procedure, event_mask);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("Error installing notification procedure. Status code %d.\n", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
/*******************************************************************************
Step 6: Arm the Request
*******************************************************************************/
status = DaqArmRequest(request_handle);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nArm request error. Status code = %d.", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
/**********************************************************************
Step 8: Output value to D/A (go low on 555 trigger)
**********************************************************************/
output_channel = 0;
output_value = 0;
status = DaqSingleAnalogOutput(logical_device, output_channel, &output_value);
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if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nD/A output error. Status code %d.\n\n", status);
printf("Press <Enter> to continue.\n");
getchar();
}
/*******************************************************************************
Step 7: Trigger the Request
*******************************************************************************/
printf("\n\nAcquiring data ... ");
status = DaqTriggerRequest(request_handle);
// Data acquisition starts
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nTrigger request error. Status code = %d.", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
/**********************************************************************
Step 10: Output value to D/A (go high on 555 trigger)
**********************************************************************/
//output_value = 2047;
output_value=0;
status = DaqSingleAnalogOutput(logical_device, output_channel, &output_value);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nD/A output error. Status code %d.\n\n", status);
printf("Press <Enter> to continue.\n");
getchar();
}
/*******************************************************************************
Step 9: Wait for completion or error
*******************************************************************************/
event_mask = COMPLETE_EVENT | RUNTIME_ERROR_EVENT;
while((user_request->request_status & event_mask ) == 0);
// Wait until event comes
if ((user_request->request_status & RUNTIME_ERROR_EVENT) != 0) // Run time error
{
printf("\n\nRun-time error. Operation aborted. %lx", user_request->request_status);
DaqGetRuntimeError(request_handle, (unsigned short *) &status);
printf("\n\nRun-time error = %i", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}

/*******************************************************************************
Step 11: Display result on screen and save data to file.
*******************************************************************************/
//FILE * pFile;
//allocate a memory block to store converted in data
convert_data = malloc(scans * nchan * sizeof(double));
if(convert_data == NULL )
{
printf( "Insufficient memory available for malloc\n" );
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
// Configure the sigcon request structure
conv_request.channel_array_ptr = channel_array;
conv_request.gain_array_ptr = gain_array;
conv_request.array_length = nchan;
conv_request.raw_data_ptr = input_data;
conv_request.converted_data_ptr = convert_data;
conv_request.number_of_points = scans * nchan;
// convert raw data into real world floating point values
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status = DaqConvertBuffer(logical_device, &conv_request);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nError converting data. Status code = %d.", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
//printf("\n\nData Acquisition Completed.\n\n\nPress <enter> to display the data acqusition results : ");
//while (getchar() != '\n');
//printf("\n\n");
// file processing
pFile = fopen("sample.txt", "w");
i = 0;
while (i < scans)
{
//printf("\nScan #%i:", i);
//fprintf(pFile, "Scan#%i: ", i);
j = i * nchan; //variable always points to channel 0 data in scan list data
//printf(" %.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f", convert_data[j],
convert_data[j+1],convert_data[j+2],convert_data[j+3],convert_data[j+4]); // channel 0 data
//Use for STD CH ARRAY
//fprintf(pFile, " %.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \n", convert_data[j],
convert_data[j+1],convert_data[j+2],convert_data[j+3],convert_data[j+4],convert_data[j+5],convert_data[j+6],convert_data[j+7]);
//i++;
//Use for SP1 CH ARRAY
//fprintf(pFile, " %.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \n", convert_data[j],convert_data[j+1],convert_data[j+2],convert_data[j+3]);
//i++;
//Use for SP2 CH ARRAY and SP3 CH ARRAY
//fprintf(pFile, " %.4f \t%.4f \n", convert_data[j],convert_data[j+1]);
//i++;
//Use for SP4 CH ARRAY
fprintf(pFile, " %.4f \n", convert_data[j]);
i++;
//Use for SP5 CH ARRAY
//fprintf(pFile, " %.4f \t%.4f \t%.4f \n", convert_data[j], convert_data[j+1],convert_data[j+2]);
//i++;

//if (i % 20 == 0) // modulus operator returns remainder of division
//{
//printf("\n\nPress <enter> for more ... ");
//while (getchar() != '\n');
//printf("\n\n");
//} // end if (20 lines)
} // end while
free(convert_data);
fclose(pFile);
/*******************************************************************************
Step 12: Release the Request
*******************************************************************************/
status = DaqReleaseRequest(request_handle);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nCould not release configuration. Status code = %d.", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
request_handle = 0; //reset for error checking
/*******************************************************************************
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Step 13: Free Memory and Close the Hardware Device
*******************************************************************************/
status = DaqFreeRequest(logical_device, memory_request.memory_handle, memory_request.memory_pointer);
if(status != 0)
{
printf("\n\nError de-allocating memory. Status code %d.\n", status);
error_handler(status, logical_device, request_handle, memory_request);
}
memory_request.memory_handle = 0; //reset for error checking

status = DaqCloseDevice(logical_device);
if(status != 0)
printf("\n\nError closing device. Status code %d.\n", status);

printf("\nDone, bye !!\n\n");
return(status);
}// end of main

/****************************************************************************
my_event_procedure()
****************************************************************************/
void far pascal my_event_procedure(unsigned short request_handle, unsigned short event_type,
unsigned short error_code)
{
switch(event_type)
{
case EVENT_TYPE_TRIGGER:
printf("\nEvent Notification: A/D Input Trigger Detected.");
break;
case EVENT_TYPE_BUFFER_FULL:
printf("\nEvent Notification: A/D Input Buffer Full.");
break;
case EVENT_TYPE_SCAN:
printf("\nEvent Notification: Scan Event Detected");
break;
}
}

/****************************************************************************
DAQDRIVE Error Handling function
*****************************************************************************/
void error_handler(unsigned short status, unsigned short logical_device, unsigned short request_handle, struct allocate_request
memory_request)
{
if(request_handle != 0)
DaqReleaseRequest(request_handle);
if(memory_request.memory_handle != 0)
DaqFreeRequest(logical_device, memory_request.memory_handle, memory_request.memory_pointer);
if(logical_device != 0)
DaqCloseDevice(logical_device);
printf("\nPress <enter> to quit application.");
while (getchar() != '\n');
exit(status);
}
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Appendix B: Experimental Sensor Calibration
Two sensors needed to be calibrated to the particular environment and intended
use. The tank pressure transducer (PX-105) was calibrated versus a known secondary
digital pressure gauge over the range of pressures intended for the experiments. The
multipoint calibration curve and the resulting trend line fit are shown in Figure 68. The
equation used to determine the tank pressure was found as

pTANK = ( 96.949Vout − 86.661) psig
or

pTANK = ( 96.949Vout − 86.661 + pamb ) psia
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Figure 68: The calibrated curve of the PX-105 pressure transducer used in the second stage tank.
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The thermocouple used to determine tank temperature was calibrated using a
simple 2 point calibration method. The two points used were an insulated ice bath and a
pressure compensated water boiling point. Figure 69 show the calibrated curve, which
demonstrates the nearly ideal 1000 to 1 relationship between the millivolt response
voltage and the sample temperature.
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Figure 69: The calibration curve of the tank thermocouple.
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Appendix C: Error Analysis
Error in calculated injected mass:
To determine the mass of injected air from a known final collection tank pressure in
inches H20,

 pf 
 pamb 
mINJ = m f − mi = 
 ( hc Ac + Vtube ) − 
 ( hi Ac + Vtube ) ;
 RT 
 RT 
 pamb + ρ H 2O g ( hc − hr ) 
 pamb 
mINJ = 
 ( hc Ac + Vtube ) − 
 ( hi Ac + Vtube )
RT
RT





where ( hc − hr ) is known and

hc =

( hc − hr ) + h

D

A 
D = 1 + c 
Ar 


i

Beginning with the measurement for ambient pressure, the WS-110 was capable of
reading accurately to within ±1500 Pa, thus for a typical sample,

pamb = ( 95, 000 ± 1500 ) Pa
errpamb = ±1.58%
The WS-110 was capable of reading the ambient temperature accurately to within ±1 K,
thus for a typical sample,

Tamb = ( 299 ± 1) K
errTamb = ±0.334%
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The water levels for initial and final height readings were measured using a steel rule
marked in 64ths of an inch, thus for any measurement the error was limited to ±(1/128)”.
Relatively large length measurements required for calculating the surface area of the
reservoir were taken using a rule marked in 16ths of an inch while relatively short lengths
were measured using a Vernier caliper marked in 0.002”, thus for the error in the area,


π OD 2 
π
2
AR = 13 × 4 −
 = (13 ± 1 32 )( 4 ± 1 32 ) − ( 3.52 ± .001) .
4 
4

The maximum likely error may be found for the reservoir area as

(

errAR = 0.7882 + 0.0402 2

)

12

errAR = ±0.789%
The error for the collection chamber volume is similarly found as

errAC = ±0.0468%
The syringes used to determine many of the various volumes throughout the experimental
apparatus were marked in milliliters, thus for the particular volume measurement,

Vtube = (125 ± 0.5 ) cc
errVtube = ±0.400%
Assembling all the relevant terms, the error for a typical single injection mass calculation
was found as

errminj = ±2.972%

Error in calculated shock Mach number
To determine the Mach number of the passing fluid in the shock tube,
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 x2 − x1 


t −t
MS =  2 1 
γ RTamb
Beginning with the error in locations for the microphones, the lengths were measured
using the caliper such that the error was found as

( x2 − x1 ) = (10.500 ± 0.001) "
err∆x = ±0.0095%
The digitized time signals were only as certain as half the sampling rate, or

 n1
1
 ±
 fs 2 fs

  n2
1 
− ±

  fs 2 fs 

A typical near sonic sample taken using a sampling frequency of 50 kHz has a time error
calculated as

err∆t = ±3.72%
The maximum likely error in the calculation for the ambient speed of sound is

erraamb = ±0.166%
Taking into account all sources of measurement error, the maximum likely error of the
Mach number calculations is found as

(

errM S = 0.00952 + 3.722 + 0.1662

)

12

errM S = ±3.72%

Error in calculated pressure ratio
The pressure ratio was calculated according to the following formula
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rp =

pTANK
pamb

The PX-105 was capable of accurately measuring the internal pressure of the tank to
within ±1724 Pa, thus for a low tank pressure (which would be the worst case error),

pTANK = ( 239,182 ± 1724 ) Pa
errpTANK = ±0.721%
Incorporating the previously determined typical ambient pressure error, the maximum
likely error for the pressure ratio measurement is found to be

(

errrp = 0.7212 + 1.582

)

12

errrp = ±1.74%

Error in CCV shaft speed calculations
The shaft speed calculations used for correlations involving the constant volume
experiments were made according to the following formula

RPM =

N
∆t

where N and ∆t were determined using a Jagabi hand tachoscope. Random error analysis
was performed for all 5 speed settings of the CCV motor and errors were determined over
the 95% confidence interval:
Speed #1:

σ = 5.912, α = 3.413
speed #1 = ( 933.8 ± 15.000 ) RPM
errspd #1 = ±1.606%
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Speed #2:

σ = 3.338, α = 1.927
speed # 2 = ( 994.7 ± 8.469 ) RPM
errspd # 2 = ±0.8514%
Speed #3:

σ = 5.679, α = 3.279
speed #3 = ( 985.3 ± 14.41) RPM
errspd #3 = ±1.463%
Speed #4:

σ = 3.149, α = 1.818
speed # 4 = (1034.5 ± 7.99 ) RPM
errspd # 4 = ±0.7724%
Speed #5:

σ = 6.930, α = 4.000
speed #5 = (1112.1 ± 17.6 ) RPM
errspd #5 = ±1.581%
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